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Foreword to Revised Edition

The editors of the FOLKLORE FORUM are very glad to make available this special edition of The Types of the Polack Joke (Revised Edition).

No. 3 (November 1969) of the Bibliographic and Special Series of the FOLKLORE FORUM was entitled "The Types of the Polack Joke." It was an excellent indexing of Polack jokes, and the value of it was quickly apparent as it went out of print shortly after publication. Compiler William M. Clements later published more on the joke ("The Polack Jokes in 1970: An Addendum," Folklore Forum IV: 1-2 [January - March 1971]: 19-29) in which he added a number of new items to the index.

It was decided by the editors that a special edition should be made available containing the material found in both of Mr. Clements's compilations. This present edition is a product of that decision. The original form and material was retained, and the material from the later article was incorporated into this revised edition. Other than this incorporation, this edition contains no substantive changes from the first edition.

Some attempt was made to remove typographical errors which appeared in the earlier publications, but we are certain that somewhere in this new printing, errors have crept in. However, the usually scrupulous proofing of all FOLKLORE FORUM issues is always thwarted by the best of intentions.

The Editors
June 15, 1973
INTRODUCTION

The Polack joke, the American humorous genre William Clements attempts to classify here, presents intriguing problems for the indexer. Although the form has been called a type of riddle by Donald Simmons, popular usage insists it is a type of joke and probably few folklorists would care to argue otherwise. Usually it happens to be manifest in question and answer form, but an attempt to guess the answer is never really part of the folkloric process involved. The answer is not part of a gest of wit; it is, in essence, a punchline. The genre (or sub-genre, if you will) shows obvious affinities to tales and anecdotes about numskulls and in a few cases correspondences to the Aarne-Thompson (AT) and Baughman numbering systems for folk narrative have been noted. The form also shows obvious affinities to the blason populaire and other traditional "racial" slurs. It is probably accurate to assert, however, that little or no malice against Poles (or Italians or Kentuckians) is intended. Although we are aware of no study of the attitudes of the tellers of Polack jokes, it seems fair to say that the Polack (or Newfie or Brier) is not a specifically racial stereotype, as is, say, Rastus. That is, the Polack is more a numskull stereotype, related to but essentially distinct from whatever ethnic stereotype the Polish-American may have in the eyes of his countrymen. He is rather like the foolish Gothamite, with the added characteristics of incredible grossness; just as few Englishmen would suggest that the real-life residents of Gotham are fools, so probably few Americans would suggest that Poles are really as they are depicted in jokes.

Mr. Clements has, like other classifiers before him, found it necessary to create a new system of classification, based on and related to existing systems, but essentially quite distinct. This was necessitated by several factors, not the least of which was the very uniqueness of the genre dealt with. It appears in question and answer form, but clearly no system of riddle classification fits it. It seems most closely related to certain types of jokes and anecdotes, yet it is not a narrative form and cannot be worked into any of the existing narrative indexes. The jokes and anecdotes section of the Aarne-Thompson index has generally been considered the weakest part of that great work and probably any index of humorous forms will have to be constructed largely outside the scope of AT. Of course, Reidar Th. Christiansen realized the necessity of going beyond AT for narratives of a sort quite different from the folktales Aarne and Thompson analyzed in his own Migratory Legends. Christiansen used principles similar to those of Aarne and Thompson and, in a sense, extended their numbering system by starting at 3000. Jan Harold Brunvand's classification of shaggy dog stories is no doubt the index most similar to Clements's. Brunvand based his system to a certain extent on Thompson's Motif-Index, using letters to indicate broad categories and numbers for individual types. Brunvand's letter categories are fewer and more broadly conceived, however, and his more detailed classification is worked out numerically. Interest in jokelore among folklorists has been growing in recent years and Brunvand's index was a major effort to impose some order on one genre of American humor. Clements's index is another step toward ordering American jokelore and should prove to be of great utility in the future.

THE EDITORS
NOTES


2. FFC No. 175.

THE TYPES OF THE POLACK JOKE

When Rowan and Martin's Laugh-In began to present jokes about the Polish immigrant during the spring of 1968, the Polack joke became officially entrenched in popular culture. These materials, however, had existed in oral tradition and in ephemeral printed joke books long before television discovered them. Of course, it is virtually impossible to assign a specific birth date to the Polack joke; but the 1960's witnessed its development in various manifestations. Many of the jokes told about Polacks have, in fact, been collected for twenty years or more.

What is a Polack joke? A Polack may be defined as a person of Polish ancestry who lives with others of his kind usually in an American urban environment. He is characterized as large in size, strong, gross in appetite, stupid, dirty, excessive in sexual activities, cowardly, and avaricious. He is known by such aliases as Kentuckian (Brier, Hillbilly) in Indiana and Ohio, Buckeye or Hoosier in Kentucky, Cajun in Louisiana, Aggie in Texas, Okie in California, Newfie in Canada, and Negro everywhere. Polack jokes may also be told about Irishmen, Little Morons, Jews, Italians, Puerto Ricans, and Texans (is no one sacred?). Polack jokes are usually short and succinct, often consisting of only a question and answer. The humor may hinge on word play or on some characteristic generally recognized as attributable to Polacks.

Who tells Polack jokes? Sources in the Indiana University Folklore Archives indicate that WASP truck drivers, Polish housewives, Italian grocery store managers, voluptuous college coeds, Irish policemen, Hungarian factory workers, Greek vice presidents, and old maid librarians all tell Polack jokes. In fact, even the Green Bay Packers tell Polack jokes -- only about Belgians:

"OK; boys," Coach said, in a calm voice. "I want to tell you a little story." He paused, and we waited, very quietly, to hear what he had to say. "Did you ever hear," Vince said, "about why Belgians are so strong?"

In Green Bay, we tell Belgian jokes, the same jokes people in some areas tell about Italians and people in other areas tell about Poles.

"No," one of the guys said.

"'Cause they raise dumbbells," said Lombardi.

That was his whole pregame speech. It was a silly, asinine little joke, but it worked. It took the edge off the tension. Most of the guys giggled, and we all loosened up. We went out and beat the Bears 17-13. (Instant Replay, The Green Bay Diary of Jerry Kramer, ed. Dick Schaap, The New American Library, 1969, p. 173)

Not enough is known about which jokes come from Polish communities and which come from the outside world to be able to comment intelligently on the esoteric and exoteric factors in this humor. It can be said generally that the jokes do circulate among Polish-Americans as well as among others, but the degree and extent of this circulation has not been ascertained.
The purpose of this index, however, is not to suggest anything about the psychology of the surveyors of Polack jokes. Nor has there been any attempt to connect these materials with other folklore items in a particular informant's or folk group's repertoire. The index is an attempt to arrange, as logically as possible, the collection of Polack jokes deposited in the Indiana University Folklore Archives by students taking introductory folklore courses at several Indiana University campuses.

With material collected as long ago as the 1930's, the Indiana University Folklore Archives is one of the largest depositories of items of folklore in manuscript form in the United States. The Archives, a part of Indiana University's Folklore Institute, consists of three distinct divisions in which much lore, especially that of college students, may be found. The oldest division, the WPA Collection compiled by participants in the Federal Writers' Project of the Works Projects Administration during the 1930's, contains no material relevant to Polack jokes. The bulk of the WPA Collection consists of many pages of reminiscences and sentimental sketches. Much valuable information, especially relating to folklife, is buried in this potpourri of material.*

The second major division of the Indiana University Folklore Archives is the MSU Collection, an assemblage of materials submitted by students of Professor Richard M. Dorson in folklore courses he taught while a member of the history department of Michigan State University. The lore in the MSU Collection has been separated according to genre, cultural area, and ethnic group. Recently a new index to this collection has been prepared, and the researcher can locate materials readily.

The IU Collection contains the largest amount of material in the Archives and is the only one of the three divisions that still receives lore. The major part of the IU Collection consists of items of folklore submitted by students as part of the term assignment in beginning folklore courses taught by the staff of the Folklore Institute on several of Indiana University's campuses. Prior to 1967, these student collections were separated in the same manner as the material in the MSU Collection (i.e., according to genre, culture area, and ethnic group). Since 1967, however, the collections have been filed in individual folders with index cards giving cross references. Collector cards, category cards, and cultural-geographic cards enable the researcher to locate materials in three ways. The Polack jokes in this index have been taken from the IU Collection. Analogues from the MSU Collection, referring to people or groups besides Polacks, have been noted.

The index, of course, is not an exhaustive collection of Polack jokes. Since the genre is vital, new jokes are continually appearing, and old jokes take on new hues when told about Polacks. Printed sources have not received complete coverage, for many joke books are so ephemeral that they are almost impossible to consult. This is an index, however, of all Polack jokes which had been deposited in the Indiana University Folklore Archives by the end of 1969 with the addition of a few items from personal recollection.

William M. Clements
Folklore Archives
Indiana University
November 1969

* Since this was written the WPA files have been moved to Indiana State University, Terre Haute, Indiana.
Key to the Index

References to the MSU Collection are always made first; this is followed by a citation from the IU Collection; the final entry lists printed sources in which analogous materials have been found. Jokes which have not been deposited in the Indiana University Folklore Archives and which come from personal recollection or elsewhere are marked by an asterisk (*). Baughman and AT numbers have been noted where applicable.

**MSU:**

3x5(00) indicates that the joke has been found in the collection of jokes filed on 3x5 cards in the MSU Collection. In parentheses the sequential number of the joke is submitted. Several parenthetical numbers indicate that several texts of the joke are present in the collection.

JHO.0(00) indicates that the joke has been found among the collection of jokes filed on 8x11 sheets in the MSU Collection. "JH" designates the "Jokes and Humor" section of the new index. The decimal number which follows signifies the folder in this section in which the specific item appears. The number in parentheses indicates the number of texts of a particular joke that may be found in the collection.

**IU:**

JI-00(00) indicates that the joke has been found in the collection of jokes filed on 3x5 cards (old file) in the IU Collection. The second part of the designation signifies the subject heading under which a particular joke is filed. In parentheses the sequential number of the joke is submitted. Several parenthetical numbers indicate that several texts of the joke are present in the collection.

JII-00(00) indicates that the joke has been found in the collection of jokes filed on 3x5 cards (new file) in the IU Collection. The second part of the designation signifies the subject heading under which a particular joke is filed. In parentheses the sequential number of the joke is submitted. Several parenthetical numbers indicate that several texts of the joke are present in the collection.

Race Jokes indicates that the joke may be found in the folder or Moron title in the IU Collection. The number in parentheses indicates the number of texts of a particular joke present in the collection.

67/00, 68/00, or 69/00 indicates that the joke may be found in the particular student collection bearing that number. The digits to the left of the slash indicate the year in which the collection was archived. The digits to the right indicate the sequence in which the collection was archived.

Printed Sources:


Despite the reported attempts by such organizations as the Polish Veterans' Association and the Polish Paratroopers' Association (see Folklore Forum, III, 2, p. 71) to curb their circulation, the year 1970 produced a number of Polack jokes which had not appeared in the files of the Indiana University Folklore Archives earlier. Collections submitted by undergraduate students in folklore courses at the Bloomington, Fort Wayne, and Kokomo campuses of Indiana University yielded these new jokes, many of which had already been reported about minority groups other than Polish-Americans. In addition, many of the Polack jokes previously indexed cropped up again and testified to the continuing vitality of this genre (or subgenre).

The following is a supplement to The Types of the Polack Joke (Folklore Forum, Bibliographic and Special Series No. 3) and arranges the "new" jokes according to the system used there. Once again, no attempt has been made to go beyond the classification of the texts. When similar jokes told about other groups have been located in the Archives, mention is made. Where relevant, numbers from Baughman's Type and Motif Index of the Folktales of England and North America are cited.

Since the appearance of the original index, additional information on the distribution and diverse applicability of what Brunvand calls "ethnic-regional riddle jokes" (Indiana Folklore, III, 1, pp. 128-142) has been encountered. In his dissertation, "Ukrainian Folklore in Canada: An Immigrant Complex in Transition" (Indiana University, 1971), Robert B. Klymasz reports jokes of the Polack type told about Ukrainians in Canada. Recent Archives acquisitions demonstrate that the jokes may be directed at hippies and, with some poetic justice, at Spiro Agnew.

The point, then, is that the "ethnic-regional riddle joke" tradition is far from moribund. This is proven by the more than fifty joke types indexed below, the recurrence of joke types previously classified, and the additional groups and individuals at which these jokes are reported to be directed.

Key to the Index

After each joke in the following index the location of the text in the Indiana University Folklore Archives is given. These accession codes are those used in The Types of the Polack Joke with the following additions:

Jokes: ethnic: 70:00 or
Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70:00 or
Jokes: obscene: 70:00 -- Since some instructors require undergraduate students to submit weekly, rather than term, projects which often require the collection of only one item with extensive information about context and function, those projects which deal with a particular genre of folklore can be grouped together in a single folder. Each item within one of these folders, which are designated by the genre contained within, is assigned a number consisting of the date when received by the Archives and the sequence in which the item was filed. The "70" indicates the year of acquisition, and the digits to the right of the colon indicate the sequence of accession.
CONTENTS

A. Puns on Polish Names, etc.
B. Size, Strength, Fondness for Violence
C. Appetite
D. Composition
E. Stupidity
F. The Classic Moron, or The Literal Fool
G. Dirtiness
H. Sex
I. Cowardice
J. Avarice
K. The Ceremonies of Life
L. The Polish Way of Life
M. Polacks and Other Ethnic Groups
A. Puns on Polish Names, etc.
(See also C4.5 Pole Vault, D1.19 "Polish" and "polish" Spelled the Same Way, Fl.3 The Polack Fears Murder.)

A1.0 "Ski" Added to Names (See also H3.2 Ski Jump).

A1.1 Peter Panski (See also Fl.4 Peter Pan)
Is green and flies over Poland. IU: 68/235, 69/159.

A1.2 Mary Poppinski
Rides over Poland on a broom. IU: 69/92.

A1.3 Humpty Dumfrowski (See also L1.4 Red and Green and Yellow and Blue and Purple)
Wears blue pants, a purple shirt, an orange polka-dot tie, and sits on a wall. IU: J11-XXIV (207), 69/118, 69/134.

A1.4 Paul Reverski (See also M1.0 Negros)
Rides through Hammond crying, "The Negroes are coming!" IU: J11-XXIV (208).

A1.5 Alexander Graham Bellski (See also A2.0 "Pole Associated with "Wooden")
The first telephone pole. IU: J11-XXIV (136), 68/229, 68/235, 68/238, 68/240, 69/118.

A1.6 The Longest Recorded Football Pass (See also A2.0 "Pole" Associated with "Wooden")
Bradkowski to Grabowski -- Pole to Pole. IU: 69/92.

A2.0 "Pole" Associated with "Wooden" (See also A1.5 Alexander Graham Bellski, A1.6 The Longest Recorded Football Pass).

A2.1 Wooden Wedding (See also K1.0 Weddings)
Two Poles walking down the aisle. IU: 68/167.

A2.2 Wooden Baby
Result of a marriage with a Pole. IU: 68/232.

A3.0 Puns on the Word "Polack"

A3.1 Origin of the Word "Polack"
The sound of garbage hitting a wall -- Pooolack. IU: J11-XXIV (211), 69/118.

A3.2 How to Tell a Polish Car
Its wheels go po-lack, po-lack, po-lack. IU: 69/92.

A4.0 Funny Polish Names
Such as Herb Green. IU: 68/114, 69/224, 69/264, ZKX.

A5.0 Miscellaneous Puns

A5.1 Stashu of Liberty
The biggest Polack in New York. IU: 69/118.
A5.2 Seymour Dupa
The Polack who invented the mini-skirt ("dupa" is the Polish word for buttocks). IU: 69/118.

A5.3 The Biggest Polack Joke in South Bend (See also B3.9 Polacks and Polack Jokes, M3.1 Why Polack Jokes are so Short)

A5.4 Polaroid (See also D1.25 Interbreedings, E10.0 Interbreedings, H4.5 A Carp with Teats, M2.2 A Cross Between a Polack and a Jew)
A cross between a Polack and a hemmorhoid: they both cause a pain in the ass. IU: JII-XIV (2.8), 69/118, 69/134.

A5.5 Pole Vault II (See also A5.6 Pole Vault III, C4.5 Pole Vault, E10.3 A Three-Foot Janitor)
Where a janitor keeps his money. IU: 70/11.

A5.6 Pole Vault III (See also A5.5 Pole Vault II, C4.5 Pole Vault)
Lincoln State Bank. IU: 70/53.

B. Size, Strength, Fondness for Violence

B1.0 Size

B1.1 Elephant and Polish Mother (Bride) (See also K1.1 Brides)
The difference is about three pounds. IU: 68/225, 69/92; Race Riots.

B1.2 Polish Teething Ring
A hula hoop. IU: 68/227.

B1.3 The Jockey Strap (See also B4.0 Football, E5.2 Football, H. Sex)
Tears come to a Polish mother's eyes when her son is fitted for his first jockey strap. IU: JII-XXIV (128), 68/114, 69/134, 69/224; ZKK.

B1.4 Fourteen Years (See also B1.1 Elephant and Polish Mother [Bride])
The difference between a two-year-old heifer and a sixteen-year-old Polish girl.

B2.0 Strength (See also E2.1 The Polish Piano Lesson)

B2.1 Why Polish Mothers are Strong
From raising dumbbells. IU: 68/225, 69/134; Green Bay 173.

B2.2 Polish Car Pool
Six Polacks carrying a car to work. IU: 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; Race Riots; ZKK.

B2.3 Polack Power (See also L3.2 Polish Cadillac)
Six Polacks carrying a Studebaker. IU: 69/118.

B3.0 Fondness for Violence (See also C4.9 Polish Can Opener, E14.3, The Riots, K1.10 Polish No-Hitter).

B3.1 Executive Board of a Polish Social Club
One president and two dozen sergeants-at-arms. IU: 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; ZKK.
B3.2 Society Page Story about a Polish Dance
Begins with "Among the injured were ..." IU: JII-XXIV (21), 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; Race Riots; ZKK.

B3.3 The Riot Squad
The last to leave a Polish dance. IU: 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; ZKK.

B3.4 Polish Theater Party
Watching a neighbor beat his wife. IU: 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; Race Riots; ZKK.

B3.5 Polish Morality Play
"Nightcourt." IU: 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; ZKK.

B3.6 Well-Behaved Polish Audience (See also B4.0 Football, E5.2 Football, F2.8 The Polack Who Flooded the Locker Room, Ll.l Polish Ivy League Suit)
Waits until the game is completed to tear the goalposts down. IU: 68/114, 69/224; ZKK.

B3.7 Polish Western
The mounted police are called in to stop the riot. IU: 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; ZKK.

B3.8 Polish Chauffeur-Driven Limousine
A paddy wagon. IU: 69/114, 69/224; Race Riots; ZKK.

B3.9 Polacks and Polack Jokes (See also A5.4 The Biggest Polack Joke in South Bend, M3.1 Why Polack Jokes are so Short).

B3.9.1 Why Polacks Have Brown Feet
From kicking the shit out of people who tell Polack jokes. IU: 69/118.

B3.9.2 A Person Who Tells Polack Jokes
Is black and blue and lies in the grass. IU: JII-XXIV (209).

B4.0 Football (See also B1.3 The Jockey Strap, B3.6 Well-Behaved Polish Audience, E5.2 Football, F2.8 The Polack Who Flooded the Locker Room, Ll.l Polish Ivy League Suit).

B4.1 Two Polish Professions
Professional football and professional wrestling. IU: 68/114, 69/224; ZKK.

B4.2 The Fighting Irish of Notre Dame
The toughest Polish boys in the country. IU: 68/114, 69/92, 69/224; ZKK.

B4.3 Booties with Cleats
The first thing a Polish father buys his baby son. IU: JII-XXIV (129), 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; ZKK.

B4.4 Why the Polish Mother Disowned Her Son
He wanted to play backfield. IU: JII-XXIV (183), 68/114, 69/224; ZKK.
B4.5 How to Tell if a Polack is Going to Pass Your Car
If he fades back and cocks his arm. IU: JII-XXIV (76), 69/114, 69/118, 69/224; ZKK.

B4.6 Blue Cross
The loser at the annual Polish fathers' and sons' football game. IU: 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; ZKK.

C. Appetite

Cl.0 Excessive Appetite

Cl.1 Prohibition on Bingo in Polish Parishes
The players kept eating the corn. IU: 69/118, 69/134.

Cl.2 Big Fight at Indiana Beach
A Polack was fighting with a sea gull over a dead fish. IU: 68/2, 69/246.

Cl.3 The Saint Louis Arch (See also C6.2 Why the Polack Put Arches Over His Toilet)
Two Polacks starved to death under it because they thought it was a MacDonald's and were waiting for it to open. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 50.

C2.0 Mushroom (Sausage) and Beer (See also E11.4 Polish Sausage)

C2.1 Polish Seven-Course Dinner
A mushroom (sausage) and a six-pack of beer. IU: JII-XXIV (26, 60), 68/31, 68/114, 68/227, 69/92, 69/118, 69/134, 69/148, 69/224; Race Riots; ZKK.

C2.2 Polish Cocktail

C3.0 Just Mushrooms (See also M1.10 How to Get Rid of Negroes)

C3.1 Polish Queer

C3.2 Hiroshima
It was not the atomic bomb that killed all the Japanese; it was the Polacks, who trampled them when running after the big mushroom cloud. IU: JII-XXIV (27), 68/225, 68/240.

C3.3 How to Kill All the Polacks in South Bend
Plant mushrooms on the toll road. IU: 69/92.

C3.4 The Pilgrim Landing
Although the Pilgrims were told that there were no white men in the New World, they found one walking in the woods. The Indians said that he was not a white man -- just a Polack looking for mushrooms. IU: 69/118.

C4.0 Just Beer
C4.1 Polish Apéritif
A small glass of beer. IU: 68/114, 69/224; ZKK.

C4.2 Polish Agony and Ecstasy (See also M. Polacks and Other Ethnic Groups)
If a Polack marries an Italian, it's agony; if he marries a beer distributor, it's ecstasy. IU: 68/114, 69/224; ZKK.

C4.3 Polish Minuteman
Can run to the refrigerator from the television set, grab a beer, and make it back before the commercial is over. IU: 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; ZKK.

C4.4 Polish Blueblood
Has been trapped in a beer locker. IU: 68/114, 69/224.

C4.5 Pole Vault (See also A. Puns on Polish Names, etc.)
A refrigerator full of beer. IU: 68/114; ZKK.

C4.6 "Beer Barrel Polka"
The Polack sings it to his girl while canoeing. IU: 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; ZKK.

C4.7 The Cook in a Polish Tavern
Works six nights a week, but is still eligible for unemployment compensation. IU: 68/114, 69/224; ZKK.

C4.8 How to Tell if a Polish Patient is Feeling Better
He tries to blow the head off his medicine. IU: 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; Race Riots; ZKK.

C4.9 Polish Can Opener (See also B3.0 Fondness for Violence, E7.6.1. The Number of Polacks Needed to Open a Bottle)
The idea for self-opening beer cans was suggested by watching Polacks tear the tops off of theirs. IU: JII-XXIV (182), 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; ZKK.

C4.10 A Pitcher of Beer
The Polish baseball fan's favorite pitcher. IU: 68/114, 69/118; ZKK.

C4.11 Polish Man of the World (See also M. Polacks and Other Ethnic Groups)
Visits all the taverns in an Italian neighborhood. IU: JII-XXIV (52), 68/114, 68/240, 69/118, 69/224; ZKK.

C5.0 Garbage (See also K2.2 Pallbearers at a Polish Funeral, L2.9 Garbage Cans).

C5.1 The Most Dangerous (Popular) Job in a Polish Neighborhood (See also B4.6 The Easiest Job in the World)

C5.2 Polish Garbage Bill
If it is not paid, delivery is cut off. IU: 68/235; Race Riots.
C5.3 Door-to-Door Service
The special feature of Polish garbage trucks.

C5.4 "We Cater to Polish Weddings"

C5.5 "I'll Take a Can"
What the Polish woman says when the garbage truck passes. IU:

C5.6 Why the Polack Painted His Garbage Can Orange (See also C6.2 Why
the Polack Put Arches Over His Toilet)
He wanted to tell everyone that he was eating at Howard Johnson's.

C5.7 How to Get a Polack Out of Your Back Yard
Move the garbage can to the front yard. IU: JII-XXIV (63), 68/79.

C5.8 Polish Cookout
A fire in a garbage can. IU: Race Jokes.

C5.9 How to Tell if a Polack Has Been in Your Yard (See also H. Sox)
The garbage can is empty and the dog is pregnant. IU: 69/92.

C5.10 Why Flies Have Wings (See also G5.0 Polacks and Flies, Kl.5 Flies
and Polish Brides)
So they can beat Polacks to garbage cans. IU: JII-XXIV (67,
142, 197), Race Jokes, 68/68, 68/76, 68/225, 68/229, 68/232,

C5.11 How To Start a Polish Stampeche
Take the lid off a garbage can. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70:
64.

C5.12 New Polish Garbage Truck Policy
They only deliver on Tuesdays and Thursdays. IU: 70/177.

C5.13 The Hijacked Garbage Truck (See also El4.29 The Anxious Polack,
14.0 The Old Country)
The driver was told to take it to Warsaw. IU: Jokes: ethnic:
Polack; 70: 25.

C6.0 Excrement (See also B6.9 The Pile of Excrement, G2.2 The Ship's
Toilet, Kl.6.2 The Postponed Polish Wedding)

C6.1 How to Break a Polack's Neck While He is Drinking Water
Slam the toilet seat. MSU: JH4.2 (2); IU: JII-XXIV (58, 121),

C6.2 Why the Polack Put Arches Over His Toilet (See also C5.6 Why the
Polack Painted His Garbage Can Orange)
He wanted to tell everyone that he was eating at MacDonald's. IU:
68/2, 68/236.

C6.3 The Polack Who Wanted to Lick the Bowl
His mother told him to flush it like everyone else. IU: 69/134.
C6.4 The Piece of Gum in the Toilet
The Polack picked it up and chewed the shit out of it. IU: 68/68.

C6.5 How to Tell a Polish Neighborhood I (See also C6.6 Springtime in Poland, J2.2 How to Tell a Polish Neighborhood II)

C6.6 Springtime in Poland (See also C6.5 How to Tell a Polish Neighborhood I)
When the toilet paper is hung out to dry. IU: 69/83.

C6.7 The Bag of Excrement (See also D1.13 Spare Parts, D1.14 Polish Identification Card I)
One should not take it away from a Polack because it might be his lunch. IU: 69/134.

C6.8 The Shit Sandwich
It made the Polack sick because he found a hair in it. IU: 69/96.

C6.9 Polish Luau

C6.10 The Three Babies (See also M. Polacks and Other Ethnic Groups)
Three babies, German Jewish, and Polish, are in a hospital. The nurse says, "Heil, Hitler!" The German baby snaps to attention, the Jewish baby shits; and the Polish baby eats it. IU: 68/235, 68/240.

C6.11 The Invasion of Poland (See also M. Polacks and Other Ethnic Groups)
Hitler forbade his soldiers to defecate in the streets because he wanted to starve the Polacks out. IU: JII-XXIV (42, 125), 68/235, 69/118, 69/134, 69/173.

C6.12 Grace (See also G3.0 Nose Picking)
What a Polack says before he picks his nose. IU: JII-XXIV (48, 101), 68/2, 68/225, 68/235, 68/246.

C6.13 How the Polack Broke His Finger (See also G3.2 How to Break a Polack's Hand)
He fell in the toilet. IU: JII-XXIV (227).

C6.14 The Number of Polacks Needed to Flush a Toilet (See also E7.6 Many Polacks Needed to Perform a Simple Task)
Three -- one flushes and two suck the pipes. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 17.

C6.15 What Polacks Do After Drinking
They flush the toilet. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 22.

C6.16 How to Tell a Polish Punch Bowl (See also C6.15 How to Tell a Polish Cesspool, K7.6 Polish Punch)
It has a handle for flushing. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 22.
D. Composition

D1.0 Excrement (See also E12.3 The Polacks Who Put Their Heads Together)

D1.1 The Bucket

D1.2 How to Tell a Dead Polack from a Live One
One piles shit; the other is a pile of shit. IU: 69/7.

D1.3 A Hot Bowling Shirt Lying in a Corner
A Polack with the shit beat out of him. IU: 69/7.

D1.4 A Hat Sitting on a Pair of Shoes
A Polack with the shit beat out of him. IU: 68/2, 68/225, 68/246, 69/7, 69/279.

D1.5 Why One Cannot Beat the Shit Out of a Polack
It takes too long. IU: 68/114.

*D1.6 The Difference Between a Polack and a Chicken Farmer
With the farmer the chicken shit is on the outside of his boots.

D1.7 The Level-Headed Polack
Has shit running out of both ears (has tobacco juice running out of both sides of his mouth). IU: 68/79, 68/227.

D1.8 "I'm Melting"
What the Polack said while standing in a pile of shit. IU: 68/2, 68/114, 68/246, 69/130, 69/134.

D1.9 Instant Shit
The result of pouring hot water on a Polack. IU: JII-XXIV (40), 68/225, 69/134.

D1.10 Why Polacks Have Brown Eyes
They are full of shit up to their eyes. IU: 68/81, 68/235.

D1.11 The Brown Line
A Polack has a mysterious brown line on his forehead. The doctor says that it is because he is a quart of shit low. IU: 68/235, 69/134; Race Riots.

D1.12 A Brown Eye and a Blue Eye
Means a Polack is a quart of shit low. IU: JII-XXIV (210).

D1.13 Spare Parts (See also C6.7 The Bag of Excrement (See also D1.14 Polish Identification Card I)
Why the Polack carries shit with him. IU: JII-XXIV (34), 68/144, 68/238, 69/134.

D1.14 Polish Identification Card I (See also C6.7 The Bag of Excrement, D1.13 Spare Parts, G6.2 Polish Identification Card II)
Why Polacks carry shit in their wallets. IU: JII-XXIV (77, 123), Race Jokes, 68/81, 68/238, 69/134.
D1.15 Why Polacks Are Never Adopted
People don't like to take shit off of anyone. IU: 68/114.

D1.16 Why Polacks Cannot Drown (See also L5.7 Question: Do You Know How to Save a Drowning Polack?)

D1.17 "Two Heads Are Better Than One"
What is said to a Polack with shit on his head. IU: JII-XXIV (85, 153), 68/235.

D1.18 Fertilizer
What a Polack lying in the grass is called. IU: JII-XXIV (45), Race Jokes, 68/76, 69/118, 69/134.

D1.19 "Polish" and "polish" Spelled the Same Way (See also A. Puns on Polish Names, etc., F1.3 The Polack Fears Murder)
Because they don't know shit from Shingle-ola. IU: JII-XXIV (41, 105), 68/233, 68/235, 68/238.

D1.20 Why Polacks Are Always Running Into Each Other
They cannot see for shit. IU: 68/114.

D1.21 Why There is Shit on the Floor of a Polish House
So everyone will feel at home. IU: 68/114.

D1.22 Tough Shit
The champion Polish boxer. IU: 68/114.

D1.23 Polish Surfer
Shit on a shingle. IU: JII-XXIV (127), 68/235.

D1.24 Polish Pole Vaulter
Shit on a stick. IU: JII-XXIV (114), 68/235.

D1.25 Interbreedings (See also A5.4 Polaroid, E10.0 Interbreedings, M4.5 A Carp with Teats, M2.2 A Cross Between a Polack and a Jew)

D1.25.1 A Streak of Shit
The result of a cross between a Polack and a roadrunner. IU: 69/92.

D1.25.2 A Crock-a-Shit
The result of a cross between a Polack and a crocodile. IU: 69/118.

D1.26 Diarrhea
The major disease in Poland. IU: 69/7.

D1.27 Constipation (See also El4.13 What a Polack Knows About Physics)

D1.27.1 Constipated People
Polacks think that they are full of shit. IU: 68/114.

D1.27.2 The Constipated Polack
He has wiped himself with empty cement sacks. IU: 68/227.
D1.27.3 The Constipated Polish Mathematician
Worked it out with a slide rule. IU: 70/53.

D1.28 Enemas

D1.28.1 How to Brainwash a Polack (See also El2.0 Confusion of Head and Buttocks)

D1.28.2 How to Get a Six-Foot Polack into a Shoe Box
Give him an enema. IU: JII-XXIV (46), 68/225; Race Riots.

D1.29 Polish Lipstick (See also Dl.10 Polish Leather, Gl.11 Polish Mouthwash, Gl.12 Polish Deodorant)

D1.30 Polish Camera (See also A5.4 Polaroid)
It is called a hemmorhoid and takes shitty pictures. IU: 69/173.

D1.31 The Excrement in the Polack's Pocket (See also C6.7 The Bag of Excrement, Dl.13 Spare Parts, Dl.14 Polish Identification Card I, G6.2 Polish Identification Card II)
It is a family portrait. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 102.

D2.0 Mucus (See also C6.12 Grace, G3.0 Nose Picking)

D2.1 What Happens When a Polack Blows His Nose

D3.0 Grease

D3.1 How to Grease a Volkswagen
Run over a Polack. IU: JII-XXIV (228), Race Jokes; Race Riots.

D3.2 The Genocide Machine (See also M. Polacks and Other Ethnic Groups)
One of Hitler's scientists invents a machine that will kill one hundred Jews at a time. Every fourth use a Polack has to be included to grease the machine. IU: 69/92.

D4.0 Miscellaneous

D4.1 The Lion
A lion at a zoo spends an hour licking his hindquarters. The explanation for this is that he was fed a Polack for dinner and has been trying to get the taste out of his mouth. IU: 69/83.

D4.2 The Difference Between a Load of Bowling Balls and a Load of Polacks
Bowling balls cannot be unloaded with a pitchfork. IU: 68/114.

D4.3 The Polack and the Garbage Truck (See also K5.0 Garbage, K2.2 Pallbearers at a Polish Funeral, L2.9 Garbage Cans, L5.4.3 Garbage Dump)
The Polack chases the garbage truck one morning and asks if he is too late. The driver replies that he is not and tells him to get in. IU: 70/271.

E. Stupidity
(See also F. The Classic Moron, or The Literal Fool)

El.0 Inherent Stupidity

El.1 The IQ of Poland

El.10 Goof Ball
A group of Polacks at a dance. IU: 70/53.

El.2 Polish Haircuts
Costs four dollars -- one for each side. IU: JII-XXIV (2), 68/76, 69/134.

El.3 Gross Ignorance

El.4 Contest Winners

El.4.1 Who's Who in Poland (See also El.3.4 Polish Who's Who)
Nobody made it. IU: 68/2, 68/246.

El.4.2 The Polish Beauty Contest

El.5 Polish Brains (See also D1.28.1 How to Brainwash a Polack, El.6 The Operation, El.2.0 Confusion of Head and Buttocks, G6.4 The Cannibal Restaurant)
In a butcher's shop Polish brains are more expensive than those of other groups because they are so hard to find. IU: JII-XXIV (50), 68/2, 68/246, 69/259.

El.6 The Operation (See also D1.28.1 How to Brainwash a Polack, El.5 Polish Brains, El.2.0 Confusion of Head and Buttocks, M. Polacks and Other Ethnic Groups)
During brain surgery on a Polack the brain falls onto the floor. Before the doctors can replace it, the patient runs away. Years later he is found teaching school in Kentucky. IU: 68/240.

El.7 Puns on "Dope"

El.7.1 Dope Peddler
What the stork that brings a Polish baby is called. IU: JII-XXIV (202, 68/76, 69/118, 69/134.

El.7.2 Dope Ring
What a circle of Polacks is called. IU: JII-XXIV (9), Race Jokes, 68/225, 68/227, 69/118, 69/129, 69/134; Race Riots.
E1.7.3 Dope Addict
What a monster that eats Polacks is called. IU: 69/134.

E1.8 The Three Most Dangerous People in the World (See also M. Polacks and Other Ethnic Groups)
A Jew with money, a Greek with tennis shoes, and a Polack with brains. IU: 68/227, 69/148.

E1.9 No Headstone Needed for Polacks
They are buried only from the neck down. IU: JII-XXIV (221).

E2.0 Standards of Education

E2.1 The Polish Piano Lesson (See also E2.0 Strength)
The first thing learned is how to move the piano: IU: 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; ZKK.

E2.2 How to Tell if a Polack Has Class
His tattoo is spelled correctly. IU: 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; Race Riots; ZKK.

E2.3 The Fire in the Polish National Library
Both books in it were lost, and one of them wasn't even colored in. IU: 68/238.

E2.4 The Polish Dictionary (See also E2.3 The Fire in the Polish National Library, E13.0 The World's Smallest Buildings and Books, G1.13 Basics of Polish Hygiene, Il.8.3 Polish War Heroes, L5.12 The Polish Guide to Etiquette).
The words are all there, but they are not in alphabetical order.

E3.0 Polacks at Work

E3.1 How the Polack Broke His Arm While Raking Leaves

E3.2 The Polish Elevator Operator
He was fired because he couldn't memorize the route. IU: 68/68, 68/114, 68/227, 68/240, 69/148; Race Riots.

E3.3 The Polish Lumberjack
He returns a power saw that he has recently bought and says that it does not work. When the motor is started, he asks what the noise is. IU: 68/240, 68/267, 69/118.

E3.4 Polish Turf Layers

E3.5 The Polish Painter (Baughman J225X [ja])
One Polack is painting the ceiling. The other tells him: "Hold on to your brush; I'm going to take the ladder away." MSU: 3x5 (86), JH4.2; IU: 69/92.

E3.6 The Light
A Polack hanging by his feet from the ceiling tells his boss that he is a light. The boss makes him get down, and the Polacks
E3.7 The Qualifications of a Foreman (Baughman 2131.1[a], AT439*)
The Polacks digging a ditch wonder what the qualifications are
for being a foreman. One decides to ask, and the boss cites
intelligence. He demonstrates by placing his hand against a
tree and telling the Polack to hit his hand. He pulls his
hand away and the Polack hits the tree. The Polack goes back
to his co-worker and gives a similar demonstration. He puts
his hand in front of his face and tells the other Polack to

E3.8 Test of the Dumbest Polack
Two bosses bet about which has employed the dumbest Polack. The
first gives his Polack a nickel to buy him a Cadillac; the sec-
ond tells his Polack to go to his office to see if he is there.
The first Polack thinks his boss is dumb because he forgot to
tell him what color of car he wanted; the second Polack thinks
his boss is dumb because he had the phone handy and could easily
have called his office. IU: 69/73, 69/92.

E3.9 Why Polish Have No Coffee Breaks
They would have to be retrained. IU: JII-XXIV (7), Race Jokes,
68/114, 68/167, 68/225, 68/235, 69/118, 69/134, 69/224; Race
Riots; ZKK.

E3.10 Polish Astronauts

E3.10.1 Why Polacks Make Good Astronauts
They take up space in school. IU: 68/227, 69/148.

E3.10.2 The Space Walk
Two Polacks are in a capsule in space. One is out walking and
knocks on the window to get back in. The other asks, "Who's
there?" IU: 68/227.

E3.10.3 The Polish Rocket
Polacks plan to send a rocket to the sun. In order to prevent
its melting, they will go at night. IU: 68/114, 69/55, 69/118.

E3.10.4 Workable Match
The Polacks will send a rocket into space as soon as they develop
a workable match. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 75, Jokes:

E3.11 The Fall From the Ladder
The Polack wasn't hurt when he fell from a 30 ft. ladder be-
cause he was on the bottom rung. IU: 70/98.

E3.12 The Polack at the Lumber Yard (See also F2.26 Why the Polack
Went to the Lumber Yard)
A Polack goes to a lumber yard and asks for a 2x4. When asked
how long, he says that it should go on forever because he
wants to build a house with it. IU: 70/92.
E3.13 Polacks Shoveling Snow
One wants to burn it, but the other doesn't know what they will do with the ashes. IU: 70/177.

E4.0 Polacks and the Armed Forces

E4.1 The Polish Paratrooper (See also C6.11 Air Pollution)
Cannot remember the name of the Indian whom he is supposed to call. IU: 69/55.

E4.2 The Battlefield
During a battle the enemy decides that if they yell a Polish name, one of the Polacks will stand up. This works several times. The Polacks realize what is happening and try it themselves. When they call for Stanley, the reply from the enemy is "Hey, Damborsky, is that you?" A Polack stands up and replies that it is he. IU: 68/2, 68/72, 68/246, 69/265.

E4.3 The Killers of Malcolm X (See also M1.5 Why Malcolm X Was Shot)
600 Polish sharpshooters. IU: 68/238, 69/81, 69/118, 69/134; Race Riots.

E4.4 The Polish Karate Expert

E4.5 How a Polack Looks for Mines
He walks around with his eyes closed and his fingers in his ears. IU: 68/65, 68/114, 69/7, 69/92, 69/134.

E4.6 The Easiest Job in the World (See also C5.1 The Most Dangerous [Popular] Job in a Polish Neighborhood, B1.0 The World's Smallest Buildings and Books)

E4.7 The Release of the Pueblo
It was decided that it could not be an intelligence ship. There were 67 Polacks on board. IU: 69/83, 69/129, 69/134.

E4.8 The Polack Who Tried to Enlist
The army burned his draft card. IU: 70/231.

E5.0 Polacks at Play

E5.1 The Polish Motorcycle
Has training wheels. IU: 68/2, 68/246, 69/173.

E5.2 Football (See also B1.3 The Jockey Strap, B3.6 The Well-Behaved Polish Audience, B4.0 Football, F2.8 The Polack Who Flooded the Locker Room, L1.1 Polish Ivy League Suit)

E5.2.1 Polish Quarterback
Called for a fair catch from center. IU: 69/173.

E5.2.2 Instant Replay
The Polack loses twice as much money on a football play. Once on the play itself and again on the instant replay. IU: JII-
E5.2.3 The Football Game (See also M1.0 Negroes)
In a football game between the Negroes and the Polacks, a bolt of lightning kills all the Negroes. The Polacks score three plays later. IU: 68/2, 68/246, 69/118, 69/173.

E5.3 The Polack at the Indianapolis 500

E5.4 No Golf Courses in Poland (See also E12.0 Confusion of Head and Buttocks, F2.12 The Polish Golfer)
Because Polacks don't know their asses from holes in the ground. IU: 68/225, 68/227.

E5.5 The Polack with Water Skis
He didn't use them for three years because he couldn't find a lake with a hill. IU: 69/118.

E5.6 Polish Fishermen (See also E5.7 Polish Hunters)

E5.6.1 The Polacks Who Went Ice Fishing (See also E14.12 The Polack and the Ice Cubes)
They brought back fifty pounds. IU: 68/238, 69/83, 69/118.

E5.6.2 Good Luck at Fishing (Baughman J1922.1, AT1278)
Two Polacks have good luck in fishing at a particular spot. In order to find it again, one marks an X on the side of the boat. The other thinks he is foolish because it means that they will have to use the same boat again. MSU: JH4.0.1 (4); IU: 69/118.

E5.6.3 Polacks and Ice Fishing (See also E5.6.1 The Polacks Who Went Ice Fishing)
Two Polacks decide to go ice fishing and buy two ice picks from the hardware store. When they return for more picks in several days, the clerk asks them how many fish they have caught. They reply that they have not got the boat in the water yet. IU: 70/177, Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 34.

E5.6.4 The Polack and the Game Warden (See also G. Dirtiness)
A Polack is caught fishing illegally and will answer the game warden's questions only in grunts. When asked to explain his speech difficulty, he explains that he is keeping his worms warm. IU: Race Jokes (1), Jokes: ethnic: 70: 4.

E5.7 Polish Hunters (See also E5.6 Polish Fishermen)

E5.7.1 The Polish Tracker
A Polack out hunting is following a track until he is hit by a train. IU: 69/118.

E5.7.2 Game (See also H2.0 Ignorance of Sexual Matters)
A Polack and a hillbilly come upon a naked woman while hunting. The hillbilly says, "Are you game?" When she answers yes, the

E5.7.3 The Lost Polish Hunters
Two Polish hunters become lost. They decide to shoot in order to get help to come. After a while they stop because they have only two arrows left. IU: 70/242.

E6.0 Lack of Logic

E6.1 The Polack and the Myna Bird
A Polack whose myna bird won't talk is told to file its beak. He is not successful because the bird dies when he puts its head in a vise. IU: 68/72, 68/271.

E6.2 The Riddle (See also E9.0 Foolish Responses to Questions, M1.0 Negroes)
A Negro asks a Polack: "My parents had one child; it wasn't my brother or my sister; who was it?" The Polack is puzzled, and the Negro tells him the answer: "Me." The Polack tells the same riddle to other Polacks. When they cannot answer, he reveals that it is the Negro who told it originally. IU: 68/167, 68/238, 69/83.

E6.3 The Shirt with a Hole
The Polack turned it inside out so that the hole wouldn't show. IU: 68/114.

E6.4 The Polack's New Car (See also E14.14 The Reckless Polack, L3.0 Automobiles)
A Polack buys a new car. He rolls up all the windows, locks the doors, and leaves the keys inside the car. It begins to rain. He frantically calls the dealer for a new set of keys because it is raining and the top is down. IU: 68/2, 68/79, 68/235, 68/246, 69/118.

E6.5 The Flagpole Measurement (See also M. Polacks and Other Ethnic Groups)
Polacks are told to measure the height of a flagpole. A German shows them how: he lays it on the ground and then measures it. When the German leaves, the Polacks think that he is dumb because they were told to measure the height, not the length of the pole. IU: 68/114, 69/118.

E6.6 How to Keep a Polack Busy
Give him a card with "See other side" on both sides. IU: 69/118.

E6.7 The Pizza
Two Polacks want a pizza cut into six pieces. The last time it was cut into eight pieces, and they couldn't eat it all. IU: 69/83.

E6.8 The Experiment
A Polish scientist discovers that a frog won't jump on his command after he has removed its leg. He concludes that the frog is deaf. IU: 68/267, 69/252.
E6.9 The Pile of Excrement (See also C6.0 Excrement)
Two Polacks see a pile of excrement and taste it to make sure of what it is. They consider themselves lucky that they didn't step in it. IU: Race Jokes, 68/114.

E6.10 The Eggs
Since eggs are 60¢ a dozen and cracked eggs are 30¢ a dozen, the Polack wants to have a dozen cracked for him. IU: 68/227, 69/148.

E6.11 Burned-Out Light Bulbs (See also E14.2 Polish Light Bulbs; Baughman 2259X [pw])
The Polack wanted them because he was building a dark room. MSU: 3x5 (137, 163); IU: 70/98.

E6.12 The Polack and the Watermelons
A Polack sees some very large watermelons and comments that it wouldn't take many of them to make a dozen. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 105.

E7.0 Lack of Efficiency

E7.1 How the Polack Takes Up the Slack in His clothesline
He moves his garage. IU: 69/83, 69/148.

E7.2 Why It Takes a Polack Four Hours to Wash a Basement Window (See also E7.3.8 The Number of Polacks Needed to Paint a Basement)
Thirty minutes to wash the window, and three and a half hours to dig the hole to put the ladder in. IU: 69/7, 69/134.

E7.3 How a Polack Ties His Shoe (Baughman J2259X [zb])
He puts his right foot on a stool and ties his left shoe. IU: JII-XXIV (19, 214, 215); Race Riots.

E7.4 How a Polack Brushes His Teeth
He holds the brush and moves his head. IU: JII-XXIV (216).

E7.5 How a Polack Fans Himself
He holds the fan and shakes his head. IU: JII-XXIV (217).

E7.6 Many Polacks Needed to Perform a Simple Task (See also C1.4 The Number of Polacks Needed to Take a Bath, C6.10 The Number of Polacks Needed to Cross a River, M1.12 The Number of Negroes Needed to Beat Up a Polack)

E7.6.1 The Number of Polacks Needed to Open a Bottle (See also C4.9 Polish Can Opener, E8.4 "Open Other End")
One with buck teeth. IU: 69/7.

E7.6.2 The Number of Polacks Needed to Wash a Car
Two -- one holds the sponge and the other drives the car back and forth. IU: 68/235.

E7.6.3 The Number of Polacks Needed to Drive a Car
Five hundred -- one drives the car and 499 pull the road. IU: 68/235.
E7.6.4 The Number of Polacks Needed to Make Popcorn

*E7.6.5 The Number of Polacks Needed to Make Love (See also H2.0 Ignorance of Sexual Matters)
Three -- two do it and one reads the directions.

E7.6.6 The Number of Polacks Needed to Screw in a Light Bulb

E7.6.7 The Number of Polacks Needed to Paint a House
One hundred -- one holds the brush and 99 turn the house. IU: JII-XXIV (15, 190), 68/2, 68/79, 68/235, 68/238, 68/246, 69/7.

E7.6.8 The Number of Polacks Needed to Paint a Basement (See also E7.2 Why It Takes a Polack Four Hours to Wash a Basement Window)
Three -- one paints and two dig the hole to put the ladder in. IU: JII-XXIV (15, 190), 68/2, 68/79, 68/235, 68/238, 68/246, 69/7.

E7.6.9 The Number of Polacks Needed to Hammer a Nail
Three -- one hammers and two hold the wall. IU: 69/7.

E7.6.10 The Number of Polacks Needed to Turn on a Light
Five -- one holds the switch and four move the wall. IU: 69/7.

E7.6.11 The Number of Polacks Needed to Pull a Kidnapping
Five -- one steals the child and four write the note. Race Riots.

E7.6.12 The Number of Polacks Needed to Change a Tire
Five -- four lift the car and one changes the tire. IU: 70/210, 70/214.

E7.7 How a Polack Scratches His Elbow
He scratches his palm and then rubs his elbow. IU: 70/271.

E7.8 The Polack and the Mule (See also E7.11 The Grave)
The Polack was trying to get a mule into a barn, but the mule's ears were too long to fit. Finally he decided to enlarge the doorway. Another Polack comes along and chides him for his inefficiency. All he really needs to do is dig a hole in the doorway deep enough for the mule to pass through. IU: 70/210, 70/214.

E7.9 Calling a Taxi
The questioner asks how a Polack calls a taxi and then demonstrates: he puts two fingers in his mouth and cries, "Hey, taxi!" IU: 70/177.

E7.10 The Kidnapping (See also E7.6.11 The Number of Polacks Needed to Pull a Kidnapping)
The kidnapper sends the victim with a ransom note, and the parents send him back with the money. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70:
E7.11 The Grave (See also E7.8 The Polack and the Mule)
A Polack is digging a grave for his dog and is busy on the third hole. When asked about the number of holes, he says that the first two weren't deep enough. IU: 70/124, Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 92.

E7.12 Polacks and Horses (Baughman J2722)
Two Polacks buy two horses and are having difficulty telling them apart. They finally go to the salesman and are told that one bought the black horse and the other bought the white horse. IU: 70/242.

E7.13 The Beam of Light (Baughman J2259x [m])
One Polack is on one side of the river; another on the other side. The first proposes that the other cross on the beam of his flashlight. He refuses, fearing that the light will be turned off when he is half of the way across. MSU: 3x5 (128); IU: Moron Jokes (1), 70/55, 70/62, 70/83, 70/122, Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 46.

E8.0 Ignorance of the Fundamentals of Human Culture

E8.1 How the Polack Got 2,000 Holes in His Head
He was trying to learn to eat with a fork. IU: 68/76, 68/167, 68/225, 68/240, 69/118, 69/134, 69/265; Race Riots.

E8.2 How the Polack was Killed While Drinking Milk (See also F2.1 The Polack's Marriage to a Negro)

E8.3 The Wheelbarrow
It was invented to teach Polacks how to walk. IU: 68/225, 68/227, 69/114.

E8.4 "Open Other End" (See also E7.6.1 The Number of Polacks Needed to Open a Bottle, E8.5.1 Why Polacks Wear Hats to the Toilet, E12.0 Confusion of Head and Buttocks)

E8.5 Lack of Proper Toilet Training

E8.5.1 Why Polacks Wear Hats to the Toilet (See also D1.28.1 How to Brainwash a Polack, E5.4 No Golf Courses in Poland, E8.4 "Open Other End," E12.0 Confusion of Head and Buttocks)
So they will know which end to wipe. IU: 68/227, 69/118, 69/134, 69/173.

E8.5.2 The Healthy Polack
One aged Polack tells another that he has kept his health by urinating regularly every day. When asked how it is possible to urinate every day at the same time, he replies that he does it every morning before he gets up. IU: 69/92.
E8.5.3 The Outhouse
The Polack went into an outhouse, put one leg in each hole, and defecated in his pants. IU: 68/227, 69/118.

E8.5.4 The Polack Who Showed His Ignorance
When told to quit showing his ignorance, he pulled up the zipper on his pants. IU: 69/83.

E8.6 Indecent Exposure (See also E8.5.4 The Polack Who Showed His Ignorance, H2.10 The Nude Polack on the Street Corner)
The Polack was arrested for it when he was asked to count to twenty-one. IU: Jokes: obscene: 70: 33.

E8.7 The Numbered Pages (See also E2.0 Standards of Education)
In school a Polack is told to turn to page 70. He begins to count and the teacher tells him that it is not necessary since the pages are numbered. He then says that he won't have to worry about losing his place and begins again: "One, two, three..." IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 75.

E9.0 Foolish Responses to Questions (See also E6.2 The Riddle)

E9.1 Directions to the Football Stadium
When asked how far it is to the football stadium, the Polack replies, "From which direction?" IU: 69/92.

E9.2 Why the Polack Has Humped Shoulders and a Flat Forehead
When asked a question, he shrugs his shoulders. When told the answer, he slaps his forehead and says, "Should a' known." IU: JII-XXIV (3), 68/72.

E9.3 The Twins
A Polack whose wife has had twins is asked if they are boys or girls. He replies, "A boy and a girl; or maybe the other way around." IU: 68/235.

E10.0 Interbreedings (See also A5.4 Polaroid, D1.25 Interbreedings, H4.5 A Carp with Teats, M2.2 A Cross Between a Polack and a Jew)

E10.1 A Blooming Idiot
The result of a cross between a Polack and a flower. IU: 69/118, 69/134.

E10.2 A Retarded Ape (See also Ell.4 Polish Sausage)

E10.3 A 3 Ft. Janitor
The result of a cross between a Polack and a pygmy. IU: JII-XXIV (54), Race Jokes, 67/9, 68/229, 68/232, 68/235.

E10.4 A Square Egg
The result of a cross between a Polack and a hen.

E11.0 Polish Animals
E11.1 A Big Awkward Animal with a Trunk
A Polack on a vacation. IU: 68/225.

E11.2 Tarzan and the Ape
When Tarzan saw the apes coming over the hill, he said nothing to them because he couldn't speak Polish. IU: 68/225.

E11.3 How to Tell a Polack from an Ape

E11.4 Polish Sausage (See also C2.0 Mushrooms [Sausage] and Beer, E10.2 A Retarded Ape)
Is made from retarded pigs.

E11.5 How to Tell a Polish Fish
Throw it in the water and it will drown. IU: 68/167, 68/229, 68/238, 68/240.

E11.6 How to Tell a Polish Dog
When it walks through the forest, the trees urinate on it. IU: 68/232.

E11.7 The Polish Dog (See also E11.6 How to Tell a Polish Dog)
Has bumps on his head from chasing parked cars. IU: 70/177, 70/274, Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 13.

E12.0 Confusion of Head and Buttocks (See also E1.28.1 How to Brainwash a Polack, E1.5 Polish Brains, E1.6 The Operation, E5.4 No Golf Courses in Poland, E8.4 "Open Other End," E8.5.1 Why Polacks Wear Hats to the Toilet)

E12.1 Polish Brain Tumor
What a pimple on a Polack's rear is called. IU: 68/31, 68/225, 68/227; Race Riots.

E12.2 Polish Brain Hemorrhage
Occurred when the Polack stubbed his toe. IU: 68/240.

E12.3 The Polacks Who Put Their Heads Together
They made an ass out of themselves. IU: 68/225.

E12.4 Polish Brain Surgeon
Performs hemorrhoid operations for Polacks. IU: JII-XXIV (219).

E12.5 Interchangeable Parts
Mouths and assholes on Polacks. IU: JII-XXIV (220).

E13.0 The World's Smallest Buildings and Books (See also G1.13 Basics of Polish Hygiene, Il.8.3 Polish War Heroes)

E13.1 The Polish Hall of Fame

E13.2 The History of Polack Culture
E13.3 Great Polish Thinkers

E13.4 Polish Who's Who (See also E1.4.1 Who's Who in Poland)

E13.5 Where the World's Smallest Books are Kept (See also E2.3 The Fire in the Polish National Library)
In the Polish National Library. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70:46.

E14.0 Miscellaneous Manifestations of Polish Stupidity (See also G2.2 The Ship's Toilet)

E14.1 The Chickens in the Sack (Baughman J2666.4X)
If a Polack can guess the number of chickens in a sack, his friend promises to give him both of them. The guess is three. IU: JII-XXIV (213), Race Jokes.

E14.2 Polish Light Bulbs
Light bulbs are for sale cheap. They were made in Poland and are not very bright. IU: 69/118.

E14.3 The Riots (See also B3.0 Fondness for Violence, M1.O Negroes)
During a riot in Chicago the Polacks throw firecrackers at the Negroes. The Negroes are lighting them and throwing them back.

E14.4 Nails on the Wrong End (Baughman J2259X [k])
Two Polacks are putting on a roof. One is throwing some of the nails away and explains that the heads are on the wrong end.

E14.5 The Polack at the Railroad Crossing
He tried to beat the train and ran into the sixty-fifth car. IU: 69/173.

E14.6 The Turn Signal
The Polack kept driving around the block because his turn signal was broken. IU: 69/173.

E14.7 Polish Explanation of Easter (See also H1.4.3 Why Jesus Wasn't Born in Poland)
If the Lord rises from his grave and sees his shadow, there will be six more weeks of bad weather. IU: 69/61.

E14.8 Flying Saucers
The Polack didn't believe in them until he goosed the waitresses. IU: 68/227.

E14.9 Why Polacks Like Anthills
Because they are the only mountains that they can climb. IU: 69/7.

E14.10 The Polack and His Umbrella
The Polack who forgot his umbrella didn't miss it until after the rain had stopped. IU: 68/235.
El4.11 Dumber Than a Polack
If someone does not know how to speak Polish, he is asked how it feels to be dumber than a Polack. IU: 68/235.

El4.12 The Polack and the Ice Cubes (See also E5.6.1 The Polacks Who Went Ice Fishing)
He wanted to make some, but couldn't find the recipe. IU: 68/77, 69/118.

El4.13 What a Polack Knows About Physics (See also D1.27 Constipation)
They are to be taken when constipated. IU: 68/114, 69/119, 69/224; ZKK.

El4.14 The Reckless Polack (See also E6.4 The Polack's New Car, H2.6 The Ignorant Polack on His Honeymoon, L3.0 Automobiles)
A Polack is caught recklessly driving his new car. As punishment, the policeman makes him stand in a circle while he tears the car up. The Polack is amused because he is able to step out of the circle three times without being caught. IU: 68/2, 68/238, 68/246.

*El4.15 A Sheet of Paper Filled with X's
A petition from a Polish neighborhood. ZKK.

El4.16 Suspense
The questioner asks how one keeps a Polack in suspense. He replies with a pregnant pause. IU: 70/47, 70/177, 70/232.

El4.17 The Hot Dog
Two recent Polish immigrants decide to get a hot dog for lunch. The first one is shocked when he unwraps his sandwich and asks the other what part of the dog he got. IU: 70/232, Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 54.

El4.18 The Stolen Camel
Two Polacks have their camel stolen. When asked to describe it, they say that it has two assholes. They are told that this is impossible, but claim to have heard people exclaim when they had ridden past: "Look at the two assholes on that camel!" IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 51.

El4.19 The Bird
A bird defecates on two Polacks. They are asked if they want to borrow a handkerchief. They reply that it is too late since the bird has already flown away. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 76.

El4.20 The Polack Who Had a Temper Tantrum
He threw himself on the ground and missed. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 76.

El4.21 The Polacks on the Airplane
The first three engines of the plane quit. The Polacks hoped that the last one doesn't go out and leave them stuck up there all day. IU: 70/210.

El4.22 Why the Polish Mother Quit Breast Feeding
She got tired of sterilizing her nipples every three hours. IU:
George Washington as a Polack
No one else would stand up in a boat while crossing a river. IU: 70/98.

Why a Pool Table is Green (See also H2.0 Ignorance of Sexual Matters)
The Polack thinks it is because it has fifteen balls. IU: 70/232.

Maxicoats (See also L1.0 Clothing)
If two girls in maxicoats are standing on a street corner, the Polack can be recognized because her slip is showing. IU: 70/177.

The Anxious Polack (See also C5.13 The Hijacked Garbage Truck)
He hijacked the airport bus. IU: 70/147.

The Classic Moron, or The Literal Fool (See also E. Stupidity)

Mistaken Impressions Derived from Foolish Literalness

Right Guard (See also G1.12 Polish Deodorant)
The Polack didn't know that Right Guard could be used under the left arm. IU: 69/134.

Doctor Zhivago
When the Polack's wife told him that she was going to see Doctor Zhivago, he asked if she were sick. IU: 69/92.

The Polack Fears Murder (See also A. Puns on Polish Names, etc., D1.19 "Polish" and "polish" Spelled the Same Way)
The Polack thought his wife was going to kill him because he found polish remover in the medicine cabinet. IU: 68/235.

Peter Pan (See also A1.1 Peter Panski)
The Polack thought it was a toilet bowl in a men's restroom. IU: 68/73, 68/114, 69/118, 69/180.

Asphalt
The Polack thought it was an intestinal disorder. IU: 68/65, 68/73, 68/227, 69/118, 69/180.

Mushroom
The Polack thought it was a place to neck. MSU: 3x5 (40), JH4.2.27 (6); IU: 68/73, 68/229, 69/118, 69/180; Stamper.

Manual Labor
The Polack thought he was a Mexican farm worker. IU: 69/118.

Shirley Temple
The Polack thought it was a synagogue. IU: 69/173.

Hot Dog
The Polack thought it was a stolen poodle. IU: 69/134.
F1.10 Pussy Galore
The Polack thought it was a room full of cats. IU: JII-XXIV (224).

F1.11 Sexual Matters (See also F2.30 Sexual Matters, F3.3 Why the Polack Got His Face Slapped, H. Sex)

F1.11.1 Sanitary Belt
The Polack thought it was a shot of whiskey in a clean glass. IU: 69/118.

F1.11.2 "No Kidding" (See H2.3 The Birth Control Pills)

F1.11.3 The Typewriter
The Polack thought it was pregnant because it missed three periods. MSU: JH7.5; IU: 68/73, 69/118, 69/180.

F1.11.4 Moby Dick
The Polack thought it was a venereal disease. IU: JII-XXIV (88, 152, 223), 68/227, 68/235, 69/134.

F1.12 Johnny Cash (See also G2.8 Payment For Use of Outhouse, J1.6 Limbo)
The Polack thought it was a pay toilet. IU: 70/92.

F1.13 Jehovah Witness
When asked if he would like to become one, the Polack replied that he couldn't because he hadn't seen the accident. IU: 70/53.

F2.0 Foolish Actions Resulting from Literalness

F2.1 The Polack's Marriage to a Negro (See also E8.2 How the Polack Was Killed While Drinking Milk, M1.0 Negroes)
Because he wanted his kids to have chocolate milk. ISU: JH4.2 (2); IU: 68/82, 68/73, 68/79, 69/118, 69/180.

F2.2 The Bird Dog
The Polack returned it because it couldn't fly. IU: 69/118.

F2.3 The Urine Test (Baughman J2259X [pp])

F2.4 Sugar in His Urine
So the Polack urinated on his cereal. IU: 69/118, 69/134.

F2.5 The Houseboat

F2.6 Pancake Makeup
The Polish girl used too much and had to wash her face with Log Cabin Syrup. IU: 68/235.
F2.7 The Polack Who Built a Fire Under His Plumbing
He wanted to smoke his pipe.  IU: 69/134.

F2.8 The Polack Who Flooded the Locker Room (See also B1.3 The Jockey Strap, B3.6 The Well-Behaved Polish Audience, B4.0 Football, B5.2 Football, L1.1 Polish Ivy League Suit)
The coach told him that he was a sub.  MSU: JH4.2.39 (3); IU: 69/173.

F2.9 Why the Polack Slept on His Stomach
He heard the Russians were looking for his naval base.  MSU: JH4.2.24 (3); IU: 68/68, 68/73, 69/118, 69/134, 69/180.

F2.10 The Union Suit
The Polack bought one so that he wouldn't have labor trouble.  MSU: JH7.5; IU: 68/73, 69/118.

F2.11 The Polack at the Gas Station
He went because he wanted to see Ethyl.  IU: 68/114.

F2.12 The Polish Golfer (See also E5.4 No Golf Courses in Poland, F2.14 Two Pairs of Pants)
He wore two pairs of pants in case he got a hole in one.  IU: 68/114.

F2.13 The Job Application
A Polack applying for a job is asked if he can count.  He counts to five on his fingers.  When asked if he can count any higher, he raises his hand above his head and counts to five.  IU: 69/83, 69/118.

F2.14 Two Pairs of Pants (See also F2.12 The Polish Golfer)
The Polack wore them because he wanted to open a second front.  IU: 68/73, 69/118, 69/180.

F2.15 The Thunderbird (See also Gl.7 How a Polack Takes a Bubble Bath, Gl.8 Why a Polack Eats Beans on Friday)
The Polack wanted one so he fed beans to his parakeet.  MSU: 3x5 (4); IU: 68/232.

F2.16 Why the Polack Put His Father in the Ice Box (Baughman J2259X [pv])
Because he wanted cold pop.  MSU: 3x5 (43, 82), JH4.2.53 (3); IU: Moron Jokes, 68/73.

F2.17 Why the Polack Took His Nose Apart (Baughman J2259X [pe])
Because he wanted to see what made it run.  MSU: 3x5 (53, 84, 113, 160), JH4.2.42 (4); IU: 68/73, 68/76, 69/118, 69/180; Stamper.

F2.18 Why the Polack Cut a Hole in the Rug (Baughman J2259X [pb])
Because he wanted to see the floor show.  MSU: 3x5 (5, 140), JH4.2.31 (6); IU: 68/114.

F2.19 Why the Polack Sawed His Toilet Seat in Half
Because he heard that his half-assed relatives were coming to visit.  MSU: 3.5 (111), JH4.2 (4); IU: JII-XXIX (6), Moron Jokes, 69/118.
Why the Polack Threw His Clock Out of the Window (See also F2.24 Why the Polack Threw Butter Out of the Window)
Because he wanted to see time fly. MSU: 3x5 (1, 72, 101, 115, 155), JH4.2 (2); IU: JI-XIX (2, 9, 16, 22), JII-XIX (2, 6), Moron Jokes (2), 68/73, 68/79.

Why the Polack Put Iodine on His Pay Check

Why the Polack Packed Off the Bus
Because he heard someone was going to grab his seat. MSU: JH4.2.19 (5); IU: 68/73, 69/118, 69/180.

Why the Polack Didn't Pay His Bus Fare (Baughman J2259X [pv])
Because his name was Crime, and crime doesn't pay. MSU: 3x5 (51), JH4.2; IU: 68/73, 68/76, 69/118.

Why the Polack Threw Butter Out of the Window (See also F2.20 Why the Polack Threw His Clock Out of the Window)
Because he wanted to see butter fly. MSU: 3x5 (19, 99, 120), JH4.2.7 (3); IU: JI-XIX (3, 18, 20), Moron Jokes, 68/73.

Why the Polack Put His Mother Under the Stairs
Because he wanted a stepmother. MSU: 3x5 (102, 158), JH4.2; IU: 68/73, 68/79.

Why the Polack Went to the Lumber Yard (Baughman J2259X [pql])
Because he was looking for his draft board. MSU: 3x5 (29, 85), JH4.2.15 (4); IU: 68/68, 68/73, 68/76, 68/229, 69/118, 69/180.

Why the Polack Tiptoes Past the Medicine Cabinet
Because he didn't want to wake the sleeping pills. MSU: 3x5 (8, 23, 56, 66, 111, 143), JH4.2.35 (5); IU: JI-XIX (4), JII-XIX (9, 10), JII-XXIV (185), Moron Jokes, 68/79.

Why the Polack Took a Ladder to School
Because he wanted a higher education. MSU: 3x5 (20, 100); IU: JI-XIX (18), 68/73, 68/79.

Polacks at Crap Game

Toilet Paper

The Polish Husband at the Crap Game (Baughman J2259X [pd])
The Polish woman cried all night because her husband had gone to shoot craps and she didn't know how to cook them. MSU: 3x5 (125), JH4.2 (2); IU: JII-XXIV (176), 68/65, 68/73, 69/118, 69/180.

Sexual Matters (See also Fl.l1 Sexual Matters, F3.3 Why the Polack Got His Face Slapped, H. Sex)
F2.30.1 Why the Polack Turned Off His Car Lights
He was going to strip the gears. MSU: 3x5 (96); IU: 68/73, 68/76, 69/118, 69/180.

F2.30.2 Why the Polack Went to Sears and Roebuck
Because he was looking for wheels for his wife's miscarriage. MSU: JH7.5; IU: 68/68, 68/73, 68/76, 68/114, 68/229, 69/118, 69/134, 69/180.

F2.30.3 Why the Polack Took His Pregnant Wife to the Grocery Store

F2.30.4 The Honda
The Polish girl traded her menstrual cycle in on a Honda. IU: JII-XXIV (11, 120), 68/81, 68/225, 68/232, 68/235.

F2.30.5 Why the Polack Drank Hand Lotion
She wanted to get rid of a little chap inside. MSU: JH4.2; IU: 68/73, 68/76, 69/118, 69/180.

F2.30.6 "Farther, Farther"
A Polack was taking his girlfriend for a ride in Gary and his hand slipped from the gear shift onto her knee. She said, "Farther, farther," and he drove all the way to Wisconsin. IU: 69/118.

F2.31 Why the Polack Drove His Car Off the Cliff
He wanted to test his air brakes. MSU: 3x5 (147); IU: JII-XIX (11, 18), Jokes: ethnic: 70: 23.

F2.32 Why the Polack Took Hay to Bed (Baughman J2259x [oc])
He wanted to feed his nightmares. MSU: 3x5 (10, 30, 57, 69, 94, 103, 109, 117, 151), JH4.2.28 (11); IU: JI-XIX (1), JII-XIX (13), Moron Jokes (1), 70/177.

F2.33 Why the Polack Took Paint to Bed
He wanted to see his dreams in color. MSU: 3x5 (7, 24, 65, 90, 116); IU: JII-XIX (1), 70/177.

F2.34 Why the Polack Moved Thirty Miles From His Home
He heard that most accidents occur within twenty-five miles of home. IU: 70/177.

F2.35 The Polack Who Fell Off the Empire State Building
He was smoking a cigar and threw off the wrong butt. MSU: 3x5 (58, 79, 93); IU: 70/147.

F2.36 The Case of Diarrhea (See also C6.0 Excrement, E6.9 The Pile of Excrement, G2.2 The Ship's Toilet, K1.6.2 The Postponed Polish Wedding)
When invited to a party by a Polack, a man says that he has a case of diarrhea. The Polack tells him to bring it along because he will drink anything. IU: 70/53, Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 43, Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70/98.

F2.37 Why the Polack Sewed His Fingers Together
He wanted to wear mittens. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 41.
F2.38 Why the Polack Stuck a Knife Up His Rear
He wanted to cut a fart. IU: 70/177.

F3.0 Miscellaneous Manifestations of Foolish Literalness

F3.1 Why the Polack Wouldn't Go Out with His Wife
Because he heard that she was married. IU: 68/73, 68/114, 68/229, 69/118, 69/180.

F3.2 Why the Polack Was Arrested for Murder
Because he was killing time. IU: 68/73.

F3.3 Why the Polack Got His Face Slapped (See also F1.11 Sexual Matters, F2.30 Sexual Matters, H. Sex)
Because he was feeling low. MSU: JH4.2; IU: 68/73, 68/76, 69/118, 69/190.

F3.4 The Snow Tires (See also L3.1 Polish Sports Car)
The Polack put snow tires on his car, but they melted. IU: 69/134.

G. Dirtiness

G1.0 Baths and Hygiene (See also K1.11 Double Ring Ceremony)

G1.1 Three-Ring Circus
Three Polacks in a bathtub. IU: JII-XXIV (226).

G1.2 Polish Ringleader
The first one in the bathtub. IU: 68/62, 68/227, 68/235.

G1.3 Why Polacks Aren't Allowed to Swim in Lake Michigan

G1.4 The Number of Polacks Needed to Take a Bath (See also F7.6 Many Polacks Needed to Perform a Simple Task, G6.10 The Number of Polacks Needed to Cross a River)
One hundred -- one gets in the tub, and 99 spit on him. IU: JII-XXIV (12), 68/68.

G1.5 Showers (See also K1.7 The Broken Engagement)

G1.5.1 How a Polack Takes a Shower I
He spits into the wind. IU: 68/62, 68/73, 68/77, 68/79.

G1.5.2 How a Polack Takes a Shower II
He urinates on a fan. IU: 68/2, 68/68, 68/246.

G1.6 Removing Polacks from Bathtubs (See also J1.1 How to Get a Polack into a Bathtub)

G1.6.1 How to Get a Polack Out of the Bathtub I
Turn on the water. IU: JII-XXIV (107), 68/68.

G1.6.2 How to Get a Polack Out of the Bathtub II
Throw in a bar of soap. IU: JII-XXIV (179, 195), Race Jokes, 68/
G1.6.3. How to Get Twenty Polacks Out of a Volkswagen

G1.7 How a Polack Takes a Bubble Bath (See also F2.15 The Thunderbird,
G1.8 Why a Polack Eats Beans on Friday)

G1.8 Why a Polack Eats Beans on Friday (See also F2.15 The Thunderbird,
G1.7 How a Polack Takes a Bubble Bath)
So he can have a bubble bath on Saturday. IU: 69/83, 69/118.

G1.9 The Best Place to Hide Money from a Polack
Under a bar of soap. IU: JII-XXIV (23, 81, 108, 149, 163, 201),

G1.10 Polish Leather (See also D1.29 Polish Lipstick)
A three oz. bottle of urine. IU: JII-XXIV (100), 68/235, 68/238.

G1.11 Polish Mouthwash (See also D1.29 Polish Lipstick)
Saniflush Bowl Cleaner. IU: 68/235.

G1.12 Polish Deodorant (See also D1.29 Polish Lipstick, F1.1 Right Guard)

*G1.13 Basics of Polish Hygiene (See also E13.0 The World's Smallest
Buildings and Books, II.8.3 Polish War Heroes)

G1.14 How to Get a Polack to Take a Bath (See also L2.0 Housing, M2.1
The Basement)
Flood the basement. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 64.

G2.0 Toilet Habits

G2.1 Phinger
The Polish word for toilet paper. IU: 69/7.

G2.2 The Ship's Toilet (See also C6.0 Excrement, E14.0 Miscellaneous
Manifestations of Polish Stupidity)
A Polack on a ship is told to use his finger to clean himself after defecating.
When he asks how he is to clean his finger, he is told to hit it on the side of the ship. The pain causes him to put it in his mouth. IU: 68/114.

G2.3 How to Tell if a Polack Has Kidney Trouble
His tennis shoes are yellow and his zipper is rusty. IU: JII-XXIV (145), 68/62, 68/65, 68/73, 68/79, 68/235.

G2.4 How to Tell if a Polack's Zipper is Rusted Shut
His socks are yellow. IU: 69/118.

G2.5 Brown in Back, Yellow in Front (See also E8.5 Lack of Proper
Toilet Training)
The way a Polack remembers how to put on his underwear. IU: 70/92.

G2.6 The Polack in the Outhouse (See also E8.5 Lack of Proper Toilet Training)
The Polack's coat falls through the hole in the outhouse, and he tries to retrieve it. When he is told that his coat will surely be ruined, he says that he is concerned about the ham sandwich that was in the pocket. IU: 70/242.

G2.7 The Polack Who Drank Fresca (See also E8.5 Lack of Proper Toilet Training)
He showed in his pants. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 11.

G2.8 Payment for Use of Outhouse (See also E8.5 Lack of Proper Toilet Training, Fl.12 Johnny Cash, J1.6 Limbo)
After using an outhouse the Polack throws a dime down the hole. The farmer tells him that is not a pay toilet, and the Polack then throws a dollar bill down the hole. When asked to explain, he says that he is not going down into the hole for only a dime. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 26.

G3.0 Nose Picking (See also C6.12 Race)

G3.1 Fingerprints
Are on the inside of a Polack's nose. IU: 69/227.

G3.2 How to Break a Polack's Hand (See also C6.13 How the Polack Broke His Finger)

G3.3 Why the Polack Was Killed When the Car Ran Over His Finger
He had it in his nose. IU: 69/92.

G3.4 Polish Handy (See also G5.8 Polish Dinner Napkin)
The little finger. IU: JII-XXIV (135), 68/235, 69/92.

G3.5 Why the Polack Has Initials on His Index Finger (See also G6.8 Polish Dinner Napkin)
So he can have a monogrammed handkerchief. IU: 68/2, 68/232, 68/246, Race Riots.

G3.6 Wiping His Nose
The questioner asks how a Polack wipes his nose. He replies, "With a handkerchief," and then wipes his own nose on his shirt sleeve. IU: 70/177.

G3.7 Why Polacks Have Big Noses
They are hand-picked. IU: 70/98, Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 94.

G3.8 Greensleeves
What a Polack with a cold is called. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 58.

G4.0 Polacks and Pigs (See also H3.1 Another Name for Polish Prostitutes)
G4.1 The Bay of Pigs

G4.2 The Bartender
A Polish woman walks into a bar with a duck under her arm. The bartender asks, "Where did you get that pig?" She replies, "It's not a pig; it's a duck." The bartender answers that he was talking to the duck. IU: 68/235, 69/47, 69/70.

G4.3 The Polish Navy
Two Polacks see a barge filled with pigs pass by and remark that it must be their navy. IU: JII-XXIV (35), 68/235.

G4.4 The Polack and the Pig
A Polack walks into a bar carrying a pig. The bartender asks, "Where did you get that smelly old thing?" The pig replies, "I won him in a poker game." IU: JII-XXIV (36), 68/62, 68/76, 68/229, 68/238, 68/240.

G4.5 The Pig Pen (Baughman X691.5.1X, See also M. Polacks and Other Ethnic Groups)
A Negro, Jew, and Polack go into a pig pen. After an hour the Jew comes out; after two hours the Negro comes out; after three hours the pigs come out. IU: JII-XXIV (95, 146, 157, 196), 68/65, 68/68, 68/235, 68/240, 69/118, 69/134, 69/265.

G4.6 Lawrence of Poland

G4.7 The Hog Calling Contest
Brought more Polacks than pigs. IU: JII-XXIV (246).

G5.0 Polacks and Flies (See also G5.10 Why Flies Have Wings, Kl.5 Flies and Polish Brides)

G5.1 The Fly (See also G6.12 The Onion)

G5.2 The Polish National Anthem
"Shoo Fly, Don't Bother Me." IU: 68/225.

G5.3 How the Polack Got the Flies Out of the Kitchen
He put the garbage in the living room. IU: 68/240.

G5.4 Polish Garbage Truck
Has four wheels and flies. IU: 68/238.

G6.0 Miscellaneous Manifestations of Polish Dirtiness

G6.1 The Rectum Transplant
When performed on a Polack, the ass rejected the man. IU: 68/232, 69/83.
G6.2 Polish Identification Card II (See also D1.14 Polish Identification Card I)
Why a Polack carries a burp in his pocket. IU: 68/167.

G6.3 The Polack and the Frog
A Polack with a frog on his head enters a doctor's office. The frog asks the doctor to remove the ugly wart from his ass. IU: 68/232, 68/240.

G6.4 The Cannibal Restaurant (See also El.5 Polish Brains)
Polish meat is the most expensive because it is the hardest to clean. IU: JII-XXIV (51), 63/65, 69/53; Race Riots.

G6.5 The Quartermaster (See also M. Polacks and Other Ethnic Groups)
Three men are inducted into the army and report to the quartermaster. The Irishman wants two sets of underwear -- one for every other day; the Frenchman wants seven sets -- one for every day of the week; the Polack wants twelve sets -- one for each month. IU: 68/65, 68/167, 69/83.

G6.6 Clean Feet
One Polack claims to have cleaner feet than another. The other thinks this is proper because he is older. IU: 68/235.

G6.7 The Outhouse (See also M1.1 Negroes)
The Negroes who lived in an outhouse moved out because of the excessive noise made by the Polacks who lived downstairs. IU: 68/31.

G6.8 Polish Dinner Napkin (See also G3.4 Polish Hanky, G3.5 Why the Polack Has Initials on His Index Finger)
His shirt sleeve. IU: JII-XXIV (57), 68/114, 69/118; ZKK.

G6.9 The Ajax White Knight I (See also J2.1 The Ajax White Knight II)
In the Polish neighborhood, the dirt is stronger than he. IU: 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; Race Riots, ZKK.

G6.10 The Number of Polacks Needed to Cross a River (See also E7.6 Many Polacks Needed to Perform a Simple Task, G1.4 The Number of Polacks Needed to Take a Bath)
One hundred -- one swims across and the others walk across on the scum.

G6.11 Air Pollution (See also E4.1 The Polish Paratrooper)

G6.12 The Onion (See also G5.1 The Fly)
The national flower of Poland. IU: 69/83.

G6.13 How a Vulture Flies Over a Polish Corpse
Holding his nose. IU: 69/92.

G6.14 A Septic Tank (See also G6.15 How to Tell a Polish Cesspool)
A Polish swimming pool. IU: 68/238.
G6.15 How to Tell a Polish Cesspool (See also G6.14 A Septic Tank)
It has a diving board.  IU: JII-XXIV (225), 69/92, 69/134.

G6.16 The Nastiest Act (See also N1.1 Negresses)
A Polack and a Negro bet on who can perform the most repulsive action. The Negro spits on the picture window of a restaurant, but the Polack wins the bet by licking it off. IU: JII-XXIV (245), 68/246.

G6.17 The Polish Doll
Wind it up and it stinks.  IU: JI-IX (1).

G6.18 How to Tell a Polish Airplane (See also K1.1.1 Braided Armpits)

G6.19 Stinkbug
What five Polacks in a Volkswagen are called.  IU: 70/177.

H. Sex (See also G1.3 The Jockey Strap, G5.9 How to Tell if a Polack Has Been in Your Yard, F1.11 Sexual Matters, F2.30 Sexual Matters, F3.3 Why the Polack Got His Face Slapped)

H1.0 Sexual Excess

H1.1 Polish Cad
Doesn't tell his wife that he is sterile until after she is pregnant.

H1.2 Polish Wedding Invitation (See also K1.0 Weddings)
Sister Mr. (Sister missed her period.) IU: 69/92.

H1.3 Polish Marriage Proposal (See also K1.0 Weddings)
"You're going to have a what?" IU: JII-XXIV (18), 68/114, 68/235, 69/118, 69/224; Race Riots, ZKK.

H1.4 Polish Virgins

H1.4.1 Another Name for a Polish Virgin
A liar.  IU: 69/134.

H1.4.2 The March of the Polish Virgins
It was postponed because one got pregnant and the other was too little to walk.  IU: JII-XXIV (229).

H1.4.3 Why Jesus Wasn't Born in Poland (See also E1.4.7 Polish Explanation of Easter)

H1.4.4 Definition of a Polish Virgin
A three-year-old who can outrun her brothers.  IU: JII-XXIV (17, 19), 68/235, 68/238, 69/7, 69/172, 69/265, 69/300.

H1.4.5 Polish Virgin
What a girl who keeps running from her parents is called.  IU: Race Jokes, 68/235.
H1.5 Why a Polack Wears a Black Prophylactic
Out of respect for the dead.

H1.6 The Polack Who Liked Sea Food
He ate a girl with crabs. IU: Jokes: ethnic: 70: 14.

H1.7 The Fur Coat
The Polish girl said that she would do anything for a fur coat.
Now she can't button it. IU: 70/53, 70/98, Jokes: ethnic:
Polack: 70: 43.

H1.8 The Divorce
The Polack is suing his wife for lack of affection. She claims
that she enjoys sex, but that her fiendish husband wants it
two or three times a year. IU: 70/164.

H2.0 Ignorance of Sexual Matters (See also E5.7.2 Game, E7.6.5 The
Number of Polacks Needed to Make Love)

H2.1 Rape by a Polack
The victim knows that it was a Polack because she had to help him.

H2.2 Why the Polack Amputated His Penis
It got in his way when he made love. IU: 68/30.

H2.3 The Birth Control Pills (See also F1.11.2 "No Kidding")
A doctor prescribes birth control pills for a Polish woman. When
she gets pregnant, he cannot understand it. She says that
every time she stands up, the pill falls out. IU: 69/92, 69/
148, 69/173.

H2.4 The Lazy Polack
Married a pregnant woman. MSU: JH4.2; IU: JII-XXIV (132, 191),
68/225, 69/7, 69/118, 69/134.

H2.5 The Polack Who Fell into a Barrel of Teats
He came up sucking his thumb. IU: 69/83.

H2.6 The Ignorant Polack on His Honeymoon (See also El4.14 The Reckless
Polack)
Two Polacks do not know what to do on their wedding night. The
doctor shows them. He makes the man stand in a circle while he
has intercourse with his wife. The Polack begins to laugh and
explains that he has stepped out of the circle three times with-
out the doctor's knowledge. IU: 69/118, 69/265.

H2.7 The Playboy Calendar
The Polack looked at the Playboy calendar just to see what the date
was. IU: 69/180.

H2.8 The Birds and the Bees
The Polack father who had told his son about the birds and the bees
overheard the boy telling a neighbor girl that she was going to
have a bee. IU: 69/134.
H2.9 The Honeymoon
The Polack doesn't know what to do on his honeymoon and calls to ask his father. The father tells him to put the hardest thing he has into the place where she goes to the bathroom. The Polack puts his bowling ball in the toilet. IU: 69/7, 69/118.

H2.10 The Nude Polack on the Street Corner
A woman told him to strip and then to go to town. IU: 68/274, 69/83, 69/118.

H2.11 The Lazy Polack on His Honeymoon (See also H2.4 The Lazy Polack)
He went to San Francisco and waited for an earthquake. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 69.

H2.12 The New Car (See also E6.4 The Polack's New Car)
A Polack is asked where he got his new car. He answers that while hitchhiking, a beautiful woman picked him up. She pulled onto a secluded road, took off her clothes, and told him to take whatever he wanted. He chose the car. His friends tell him that he was wise because the clothes probably wouldn't have fitted him anyway. IU: 70/119.

H2.13 The Polack and His Wife (See also F2.30.6 "Farther, Farther")
The Polack rubs his wife's stomach and says, "I love you." She whispers, "Lower," and he lowers his voice. IU: 70/271.

H2.14 Mountains and Nationalities (See also M. Polacks and Other Ethnic Groups)
The following droodle:
Two mountains, four men, and a woman -- what are the nationalities of the men? A is Russian, B is Himalayan, C is Finnish, and D is a Polack on the wrong mountain. IU: 70/77.

H3.0 Polish Prostitutes (See also Kl.6.1 The Punch at the Polish Wedding)

H3.1 Another Name for Polish Prostitutes (See also G4.0 Polacks and Pigs)
Pigs in a blanket. IU: 69/118, 69/134.

H3.2 Ski Jump (See also Al.0 "Ski" Added to Names)

H3.3 The Polack's First 50¢ Piece

H3.4 The Polish prostitute Who Didn't Vote
She didn't care who got it. IU: 68/227.

H3.5 The Bag of Money
A Polish girl takes a bag of money to the bank. When the teller asked if she hoarded it all herself, she replies that her sister whored half of it. IU: 68/225, 68/227.

H3.6 Definition of a Maniac

H3.7 How to Tell a Polack in a Whorehouse
He gives the prostitute a $3 bill and asks for change. IU: 70/164.
The Pair of Oars (See also E5.6 Polish Fishermen)
On a fishing trip a Polack is told to fetch a pair of oars. He
returns with a girl under each arm. IU: 70/98.

Miscellaneous Sexual Matters

The Christmas Present
The Polack bought his wife a washer and dryer for Christmas. It
was a douche bag and a towel. IU: 68/227.

Tapica
The Polack's nickname for his girlfriend because she could be made
in a minute.

The Masquerade Party
The Polack put a potato between his legs and went as a dictator.
IU: 68/232.

How the Polack Lost His Girlfriend
He forgot where he laid her last. IU: 68/73, 68/79, 68/114, 68/

A Carp with Teats (See also A5.4 Polaroid, D1.25 Interbreedings,
E10.0 Interbreedings, M2.2 A Cross Between a Polack and a Jew)
The result of a cross between a Polack and a mermaid. IU: JII-

The Polack with Fur in His Shorts
He wanted ball-to-ball carpeting. IU: 68/227.

Circumcision of Polacks
Discontinued because it was discovered that the best part was be-
ing thrown away. IU: 68/227, 69/148.

The Unlucky Polack
Went to a topless bar on the same day he had his eyes dilated.
IU: 69/134.

The Polish Playboy Club
The lingerie department of Goldblatt's. IU: JII-XXIV (230).

The Polack's Marriage to a Duck
He had to.

The Polack and His Children
The Polack says to his wife in front of the children: "We'll
take the kids to the s-h-o-w and then come home and screw."

The Polish Girl and the Dentist
The Polish girl tells the dentist that she would rather have a
baby than have a tooth pulled. He tells her to make up her
mind so he will know which way to put the chair. IU: Jokes:
ethnic: Polack: 70: 43.

The Cross-Eyes Polish Seamstress
She couldn't menstruate. IU: 70/53.
H4.14 The Polack at the Department Store
He is told to try to sell customers more than they really want (if
they want a hammer, he should try to sell them nails, etc.).
When a man comes in to buy some sanitary napkins, the Polack
tries to sell him fish hooks because he will probably have to go
fishing in order to entertain himself. IU: 70/233.

H4.15 Donkey and Peanut Butter (See also E10.0 Interbreedings)
The Polack Crossed them and got a piece of ass that sticks to the
roof of the mouth. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 106.

H4.16 The Polack at Easter (See also E14.7 Polish Explanation of Easter)
At Easter the Polack goes to the store to buy a chocolate bunny.
He wants to be sure to get a male because it will have more

I. Cowardice (See also M1.12 The Number of Negroes Needed to Beat Up a
Polack)

II.0 Polacks at War

II.1 Thief
What a Polack with a green beret is called. IU: 68/238; Race
Riots.

II.2 The Polish Kamikaze Pilot
Flew over a hundred missions. IU: JII-XXIV (20, 158), Race Jokes,

II.3 The Polish King
The Polish king sends his army to attack a single enemy. When the
army is decimated, he thinks that it is trickery because a sec-
ond enemy was encountered. IU: JII-XXIV (151), Race Jokes,
68/2, 68/68, 68/246.

II.4 Polish World War III Strategy
Immediate surrender. IU: 68/235.

*II.5 How to Tell a Veteran Polish Soldier from a Rookie
By the bullet holes.

II.6 The Polish Tank
Has one forward gear and three reverse gears. IU: JII-XXIV (231).

II.7 The Polish Salute
Hands are in the air like a surrender. IU: JII-XXIV (232).

II.8 Polish War Heroes

II.8.1 Famous Words of the Polish War Hero

II.8.2 The Statue of the Polish War Hero
Has both its hands on top of its head. IU: 68/31, 68/225.

II.8.3 Polish War Heroes (See also E13.0 The World's Smallest Buildings
and Books, G1.13 Basics of Polish Hygiene)

J2.0 Miscellaneous Manifestations of Polish Cowardice

J2.1 The Cowardly Polack
Beat the bully with one finger. He pulled the trigger. IU: 69/134.

J2.2 Chicken of the Sea
What the Polish navy is called. IU: 70/147, 70/177.

J. Avarice

J1.0 Polacks and Money

J1.1 How to Get a Polack into a Bathtub (See also Gl.6 Removing Polacks from Bathtubs)

J1.2 How to Tell a Polish Neighborhood II (See also C6.5 How to Tell a Polish Neighborhood I)
Roll a nickel down the street. IU: Race Jokes, 68/167, 68/179, 68/225, 69/7; Race Riots.

J1.3 How to Count a Group of Polacks (See also L2.8 Census Taking, M2.0 Jews)
Roll a nickel among them and subtract one for the Jew who gets it. IU: JII-XXIV (68, 130), 68/31, 68/114, 68/235, 69/134.

J1.4 The Grand Canyon
Was formed when a Polack dropped a nickel down a gopher hole. IU: JII-XXIV (233).

J1.5 How to Drive a Polack Crazy
Put him in a round room, and tell him that there is a nickel in every corner. IU: 68/167, 69/148.

J1.6 Limbo
Was invented by a Polack trying to get into a pay toilet. IU: Race Jokes, 69/92; Race Riots.

J1.7 The Fastest Thing on Two Legs
A Polack chasing a nickel down the street.

J2.0 Miscellaneous Manifestations of Polish Avarice (See also Kl.3 How to Recognize the Mother at a Polish Wedding, Kl.9 R.S.V.P. on Polish Wedding Invitations)

J2.1 The Ajax White Knight II (See also G6.9 The Ajax White Knight I)
The Polacks tore him apart and sold him for scrap iron. Race Riots.

K. The Ceremonies of Life

Kl.0 Weddings (See also Kl.2 Polish Wedding Invitation, Kl.3 Polish Marriage Proposal)
Kl.1 Brides

Kl.1.1 Braided Armpits (See also G6.18 How to Tell a Polish Airplane)

Kl.1.2 Pale and Pregnant
How to recognize a Polish bride. IU: 68/65, 68/238, 69/173.

Kl.1.3 Bowling Shirt
The bride is the only person at a Polish wedding that doesn’t have one on. IU: 68/225.

Kl.1.4 Matched Bowling Shirts
The bride and groom at a Polish wedding wear matched bowling shirts. IU: 69/134.

Kl.1.5 Sequinned Tennis Shoes (See also Kl.2.2 New Tennis Shoes)
How to recognize a Polish bride. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 38.

Kl.2 Grooms

Kl.2.1 New Bowling Shirt
The groom at a Polish wedding can be recognized because he is the only one who is wearing a new bowling shirt. IU: JII-XXIV (86, 111, 156, 162, 178), Race Jokes (2), 68/2, 68/31, 68/114, 68/167, 68/229, 68/232, 68/235, 68/238, 68/246, 69/7, 69/92, 69/118, 69/172, 69/173, 69/224, 69/264; Race Riots, ZKK.

Kl.2.2 New Tennis Shoes
The groom at a Polish wedding can be recognized by his new tennis shoes. IU: 68/62.

Kl.2.3 Shaved Armpits
How to recognize a Polish groom. IU: 69/7.

Kl.3 How to Recognize the Mother at a Polish Wedding (See also J2.0 Miscellaneous Manifestations of Polish Avarice)
She is the one picking up the rice. IU: 69/118, 69/134.

Kl.4 How to Recognize a Polish Wedding Procession
It is preceded by three garbage trucks. IU: JII-XXIV (234).

Kl.5 Flies and Polish Brides (See also C5.10 Why Flies Have Wings, C5.0 Polacks and Flies)

Kl.5.1 Garbage Can at a Polish Wedding
In order to keep the flies off the bride. IU: 68/2, 68/235, 68/246, 69/92.

Kl.5.2 A Large Amount of Food at a Polish Wedding
In order to keep the flies off the bride. IU: 68/167, 69/118, 69/279.

Kl.5.3 Excrement on the Walls at a Polish Wedding
In order to keep the flies off the bride. IU: 68/30, 68/65, 68/
K1.6 Polish Punch

K1.6.1 The Punch at the Polish Wedding (See also H3.0 Polish Prostitutes)
She left. IU: 68/232.

K1.6.2 The Postponed Polish Wedding (See also G6.0 Excrement)

*K1.7 The Broken Engagement (See also 31.5 Showers)
The Polish girl called off her wedding because she heard that she was to be given a shower. Race Riots.

K1.8 Prizes at a Polish Wedding (See also L4.4 The Contest)
Second prize is a night with the bride; first prize is $3. IU: 69/83.

*K1.9 R.S.V.P. on Polish Wedding Invitations (See also J2.0 Miscellaneous Manifestations of Polish Avarice)
Means "Remember some wedding presents."

K1.10 Polish No-Hitter (See also B3.0 Fondness for Violence)
A Polish wedding before the priest leaves. IU: JII-XXIV (22), 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; ZKK.

K1.11 Double Ring Ceremony (See also G1.0 Baths and Hygiene)

K1.12 The Difference Between a Polish Wedding and a Polish Funeral (See also K2.0 Funerals)

K2.0 Funerals (See also K1.12 The Difference Between a Polish Wedding and a Polish Funeral)

K2.1 How to Identify a Polish Funeral
The garbage trucks all have their lights on. IU: JII-XXIV (64, 141), 68/64; Race Riots.

K2.2 Pallbearers at a Polish Funeral (See also C5.0 Garbage)
There are only two because a garbage can has only two handles.

L. The Polish Way of Life

L1.0 Clothing

L1.1 Polish Ivy League Suit (See also B3.6 Well-Behaved Polish Audience, B4.0 Football, E5.2 Football, F2.8 The Poles Who Flooded the Locker Room)
A football uniform without the shoulder pads. IU: 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; ZKK.

L1.2 Few Ties Sold in Polish Neighborhoods
Because very few Polacks have necks. IU: 68/114, 69/118; ZKK.

L1.3 The Most Difficult Decision for a Polack to Make When He is Going Out
Whether to wear his green socks or his red socks. IU: 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; ZKK.

L1.4 Red and Green and Yellow and Blue and Purple (See also Al.3 Humpty Dumbrowski)

L1.5 Nouveau-Riche Polack
Sits on his front porch in a new undershirt. IU: 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; ZKK.

L1.6 Santa Claus as a Polack
No one else would wear that silly red suit. IU: JII-XXIV (140), 68/227; Race Riots.

L2.0 Housing (See also M2.1 The Basement)

L2.1 A Polish Vacation
Sitting on someone else's front porch (fire escape). IU: 68/114, 68/235, 69/118, 69/224; Race Riots, ZKK.

L2.2 Polish Penthouse
A first floor apartment. IU: 68/114, 69/224; Race Riots, ZKK.

L2.3 Polish Horticulturist
A Polack with a flower pot on the first escape. IU: 68/114, 69/224; ZKK.

L2.4 Polish Clothes Dryer
A fire escape. IU: 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; ZKK.

L2.5 Polish Day in the Country
Lying out in the back yard. IU: 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; Race Riots, ZKK.

L2.6 Polish Skyscraper

L2.7 Why the Suicide Rate is So Low in Polish Neighborhoods

L2.8 Census Taking (See also J1.3 How to Count a Group of Polacks)

L2.8.1 Census Taking in a Polish Community I
L2.8.2 Census Taking in a Polish Community II
Count the basement windows and multiply by twelve. IU: JIII-XXIV (30), Race Jokes, 68/225, 68/235; Race Riots.

L2.8.3 Census Taking in a Polish Community III
Count the garbage cans and multiply by the number of basement windows. IU: JIII-XXIV (238).

L2.9 Garbage Cans (See also C5.0 Garbage)

L2.9.1 How New Yorkers Dispose of Their Old Garbage Cans
They sell them to Polacks for campers. IU: JIII-XXIV (33), 68/68, 68/114.

L2.9.2 Polish Marina Towers
Ten garbage cans stacked on top of each other. IU: 68/225.

L2.10 Ascension Day
When the Polacks come out of their basements to pay rent. IU: 70/98.

L3.0 Automobiles (See also D6.4 The Polack's New Car, E14.14 The Reckless Polack)

L3.1 Polish Sports Car (See also F3.4 The Snow Tires)
A '57 Chevy with snow tires. IU: JIII-XXIV (237).

L3.2 Polish Cadillac (See also B2.3 Polack Power)

L3.3 New Car Made Especially for Polacks
It's a cross between a Valiant and a Comet. It's called the Vomit and comes in six pukey colors. IU: 68/2, 68/246.

L3.4 Polish Cadillac

L4.0 The Old Country

L4.1 Two Cents Worth
The amount of damage done when Warsaw was bombed. IU: JIII-XXIV (147), 68/2, 68/65, 68/74, 68/238, 68/246, 69/83, 69/159.

L4.2 The Capital of Poland
35¢. IU: 69/92.

L4.3 The Largest Zoo in the World
A fence will be built around Poland. IU: 69/7, 69/92; Stamper.

L4.4 The Contest (See also K1.8 Prizes at a Polish Wedding)
First prize is $2; second prize is a trip to Poland. IU: 69/118, 69/134, JIII-XXIV (239).

L4.5 The Roto-Rooter Man
The discoverer of Poland. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 92.
L4.6 The Last Thing to Leave Poland

L4.7 The Fare to Poland
A Polack is a nickel short for plane fare back to Poland. When he asks someone for the nickel, he is given a quarter and told to take four more along with him. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 100.

L4.8 The Statue of Liberty (See also A5.1 Stashu of Liberty)
The upraised hand means that no more Polish immigrants are wanted. IU: 70/98, Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 94.

L5.0 Miscellaneous Statements About the Polish Way of Life

L5.1 How Polacks are Like Bananas
They are green when they get on the boat; perfectly good at midpoint; and rotten when they get off the boat. IU: 69/134.

L5.2 A Polack with Wealthy Parents
He was born with a silver lunch pail. IU: 69/118; ZKK.

L5.3 John L. Lewis
The ruler who has had the longest and most successful reign over millions of Polacks. IU: 68/114, 69/118, 69/224; ZKK.

L5.4 Parks

L5.4.1 Polish Ponderosa

L5.4.2 Polish Amusement Part

L5.4.3 Garbage Dump (See also D4.3 The Polack and the Garbage Truck)
Polish national park. IU: 70/119.

L5.5 Polish Matched Luggage
Two brown paper sacks. IU: JII-XXIV (167), 68/114, 68/225, 69/118, 69/134, 69/224; Race Riots, ZKK.

L5.6 Polacks and Newspapers

L5.6.1 Polish Want-Ads
Are put in the obituary column. IU: JII-XXIV (184), 68/235.

L5.6.2 Polish Obituaries

L5.7 Question: Do You Know How to Save a Drowning Polack? (See also D1.16 Why Polacks Cannot Drown)
If the answer is no, the questioner is relieved. IU: JII-XXIV (170), 68/235, 68/238, 69/7; Race Riots.

L5.8 How to Terrorize a Polish Neighborhood
Hang free samples on every door knob. IU: 69/265.
L5.9 Red Chins
The Polack would put it on a purple tablecloth. IU: 69/148.

L5.10 Letter to Abby
The writer has a Polack for a brother-in-law, whores for sisters, a pimp for a father, and wants to know if he should tell his fiancee about his brother-in-law. IU: JII-XXIV (235).

L5.11 Flamingoes
Put plastic Polacks in their front yard. IU: JII-XXIV (236); Race Riots.

L5.12 The Polish Guide to Etiquette (See also E13.0 The World's Smallest Buildings and books, C1.13 Basics of Polish Hygiene, 11.8.3 Polish War Heroes)

L5.13 How to Tell When a Polack Gets a Raise
He comes to work with a new lunch pail. IU: 70/271.

L5.14 Three Polacks
The questioner lists "Do" and "Re" and expects a response of "Mi". IU: 70/210.

L5.15 The Airplane
An airplane will crash unless its load is lightened. A Frenchman jumps out in the name of his country. In the name of his country, an American throws a Polack out. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 92.

L5.16 The Small Town
It was so small that a Polack was head of its Mafia. IU: Jokes: ethnic: Polack: 70: 30.

L5.17 STP

L5.18 How a Polack is Like a Hypodermic Needle (See also A5.4 Polaroid)
Both give you a pain in the ass. IU: 70/53.

M. Polacks and Other Ethnic Groups (See also C4.2 Polish Agony and Ecstasy, C4.11 Polish Man of the World, C6.10 The Three Babies, C6.11 The Invasion of Poland, E1.8 The Three Most Dangerous People in the World, C4.5 The Pig Pen, C5.6 The Quartermaster)

M1.0 Negroes (See also Al.4 Paul Reverski, E5.2.3 The Football Game, E6.2 The Riddle, E14.3 The Riots, F2.1 The Polack's Marriage to a Negro, C6.7 The Outhouse, G6.15 The Nastiest Act)

M1.1 Negroes' Cry at the Swimming Hole
"Last one in is a dirty Polack." IU: 68/3.

M1.2 The American Dream
An endless line of Polacks marching into the sea with a Negro under each arm. IU: JII-XXIV (240).
M1.3 The Negro Neighborhood
They started moving out when the Polacks started moving in. IU: JII-XXIV (242).

M1.4 The Pink Spot on a Negro's Heel
The label that says made in Poland. IU: JII-XXIV (243), 69/118.

M1.5 Why Malcolm X Was Shot (See also E4.3 The Killers of Malcolm X)
He sold his house to a Polack. IU: 68/225.

M1.6 NAACP

M1.7 Alabama and Detroit

M1.8 A Social Climber

M1.9 Western Avenue
The boundary line between Poland and Africa. IU: 69/83.

M1.10 How to Get Rid of Negroes (See also C3.0 Just Mushrooms)
Tell the Polacks that they are mushrooms, and they will eat them. IU: 69/118.

M1.11 The Polish National Guard Troop
Were called in to stop a riot in the city. Three defected and five brought war brides home. IU: 69/83.

M1.12 The Number of Negroes Needed to Beat Up a Polack (See also E7.6 Many Polacks Needed to Perform Simple Task, I.O Cowardice)
Three -- two to get out of the tree. IU: 69/173.

M1.13 Why Dean Rusk Committed Suicide
His other daughter married a Polack. IU: 69/92, 69/118.

M1.14 Three X's in a Row (See also E14.15 A Sheet of Paper Filled with X's)

M1.15 The Strike
The Negro workers in a factory went on strike when they found a Polack using their drinking fountain. IU: 70/98.

M1.16 Negro Reject
A Polack is a Negro reject painted white. IU: 70/98.
M2.0 Jews (See also J1.3 How to Count a Group of Polacks)

M2.1 The Basement (See also L2.0 Housing)
The Jew rented the basement of his house to a Polack. IU: 68/238, 69/134; Stamper.

M2.2 A Cross Between a Polack and a Jew (See also A5.4 Polaroid, D1.25 Interbreedings, H4.0 Interbreedings, H4.5 A Carp with Teats)
The result is a janitor who owns his own building. IU: JII-XXIV (241).

M2.3 The Wishes (See also AT750A)
The Polack wishes for a great deal of money; the Jew wishes for a supply of cheap merchandise and the Polack's address. IU: JII-XXIV (241).

M3.0 Miscellaneous Ethnic Groups

M3.1 Why Polack Jokes are So Short (See also A5.3 The Biggest Polack Joke in South Bend, B3.9 Polacks and Polack Jokes)
So that Germans can understand them. IU: 68/82, 69/134.

M3.2 The Difference Between a High German and a Low German (See also M3.1 Why Polack Jokes are So Short)
A low German lets his children play with Polacks. IU: 70/53.

M3.3 Mexicans and Polacks
Mexicans won't let their children marry Polacks because they are afraid that the offspring will be too dumb to pick tomatoes. IU: 70/90, 70/237.